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Abstract. We introduce and examine a special class of cube complexes.
We show that special cube-complexes virtually admit local isometries to
the standard 2-complexes of naturally associated right-angled Artin groups.
Consequently, special cube-complexes have linear fundamental groups. In
the word-hyperbolic case, we prove the separability of quasiconvex sub-
groups of fundamental groups of special cube-complexes. Finally, we give
a linear variant of Rips’s short exact sequence.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to study nonpositively curved cube complexes
whose fundamental groups embed in right-angled Artin groups. Our central
result is an explicit criterion on a nonpositively curved cube complex X ,
that implies that X admits a local isometry to the standard cube com-
plex of a right-angled Artin group. Our criterion imposes various natural
restrictions on the interaction between hyperplanes of X as follows:

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a compact nonpositively curved cube-complex
and suppose the following hold:

1. Each hyperplane embeds.
2. Each hyperplane is 2-sided.
3. No hyperplane directly self-osculates.
4. No two hyperplanes inter-osculate.

Then there is a local isometry X ! A from X to the standard cube complex
of a finitely generated right-angled Artin group. Consequently, there is an
embedding !1X "! !1A, and hence !1X " SLn(Z) for some n.

The first two conditions are well-known conditions to researchers study-
ing nonpositively curved cube complexes, and we refer the reader to Fig-
ure 3.1 on page 1561 for pictures of hyperplanes failing the various con-
ditions (the fourth picture describes an indirect self-osculation, which is
allowed here).

A complex satisfying the conditions in the theorem is A-special. In
fact we consider analogous conditions yielding C-special complexes whose
fundamental groups embed in right-angled Coxeter groups, but there is
virtually no di!erence between A-special and C-special cube complexes,
and so we will just discuss special cube complexes in this introduction.

In [Wi4], virtual cleanliness was used to prove that certain groups are
residually finite. The results of this paper strengthen those results by show-
ing that the fundamental groups of compact clean VH-complexes are not
only residually finite but are actually subgroups of SLn(Z). For instance
we can conclude

Theorem 1.2. Let P be a negatively curved n-gon of finite groups.
Suppose that n # 6 and each Gersten–Stallings angle of P is $ !/2. Then
!1P is linear.

As in [Wi4], a similar statement holds when n = 4 and at least two
acute angles, or that n = 5 with at least one acute angle.
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In [K], Misha Kapovich has independently proven a similar statement
to Theorem 1.2. He showed that !1P is actually a discrete subgroup of
Isom(Hm) for some m, provided that n # 6 is even, and that all angles are
acute.

A central notion in [Wi4,7] is a clean VH-complex, which is a certain
type of nonpositively curved square complex. In this paper, we have suc-
ceeded in providing a generalization of cleanliness that works for arbitrary
dimensions. We hope this work can be considered as the next step in a
program seeking to prove that fundamental groups of certain nonpositively
curved cube complexes are linear.

In addition to proving linearity by embedding our groups in right-
angled Artin groups, we establish the separability of quasiconvex sub-
groups, thus generalizing results in [ALR], [Wi7] and [H1]. For instance
as in Theorem 7.3 we have

Theorem 1.3. Let X be a compact special cube complex. If !1X is
word-hyperbolic, then every quasiconvex subgroup is separable.

In fact, we are able to prove a partial converse to this.

Theorem 1.4. Suppose X is a compact nonpositively curved cube complex
with !1X word-hyperbolic. If each quasiconvex subgroup of X is separable
then X is virtually special.

The previous results show that fundamental groups of special cube com-
plexes behave nicely as far as linearity and finite index subgroups are con-
cerned. Another important property follows from unpublished work of
Droms [Dr] (see also [DuT]) who proved that: Every right-angled Artin
group is residually torsion-free nilpotent. In particular it is locally indi-
cable, meaning that every nontrivial finitely generated subgroup admits a
morphism onto Z. Combining this result with Theorem 1.1, we get

Theorem 1.5. Let X be a compact special cube complex. Then !1X is
residually torsion-free nilpotent. In particular, if !1X is nontrivial, then it
admits a morphism onto Z.

(A simple geometric proof of this last fact is also available.)
Finally, as an application of our technique we give a linear version

of Rips’s construction. The following can be deduced easily from Theo-
rem 10.1:

Theorem 1.6. Let Q be a finitely presented group. There exists a
group G which is a finitely presented subgroup of SLn(Z) for some n, and
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a finitely generated normal subgroup N " G such that there is a short
exact sequence 1! N ! G! Q! 1.

After completing this work, we learned from Robert Ghrist about the
class of state complexes which are a class of particularly nice special cube
complexes. We refer the reader to [GP] for more about state complexes,
many beautiful examples, and for the relationship between state and special
cube complexes.

We have been developing further applications of these results to well-
known classes of groups. For instance, in [HW2] we show that every finitely
generated Coxeter group is virtually special in the sense that it has a finite
index subgroup which is the fundamental group of a special cube complex.
In [BHW] and [HW1] we show that every hyperbolic arithmetic lattice of
simple type is virtually special.

We conclude this introduction with a brief section-by-section account
of the paper.

In section 2 we present some background material about nonpositively
curved cube complexes.

In section 3 we describe several intersection pathologies of hyperplanes
in a cube complex. We define special cube complexes as those cube
complexes with a finite cover whose hyperplanes do not admit any of these
pathologies.

In section 4 we characterize A-special cube complexes as those cube
complexes admitting a local isometry to the standard cube complex of a
right-angled Artin group.

In section 5 we show that various 2-dimensional square complexes are
virtually A-special. This results in a seemingly e!ortless proof that their
fundamental groups are linear.

In section 6 we describe a construction which, given a local isometry
Y ! A where Y is compact and A is the cube complex of a right-angled
Artin group, produces a finite covering !A! A such that Y ! A lifts to an
embedding Y ! !A and Y is a retract of !A.

In section 7 we show that when X is special and !1X is word-hyperbolic,
all quasiconvex subgroups of !1X are separable. The construction in sec-
tion 6 plays an essential role here. We also give an alternative proof where
no hyperbolicity assumption is made. This rather uses an isometric em-
bedding in a right-angled Coxeter group.

In section 8 we prove that when !1X is word-hyperbolic, a compact
nonpositively curved cube complex X is (virtually) special provided that
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its quasiconvex subgroups are separable. In fact, we only require that
the hyperplane subgroups are separable, and that for each pair of crossing
hyperplanes, the subgroup generated by a su"ciently small pair of finite
index subgroups of their fundamental groups is separable.

In section 9 we show that a nonpositively curved cube complex is X is
(virtually) special if and only if single and double cosets arising from the
various hyperplane subgroups are separable.

In section 10 we give a special (and hence linear) version of Rips’s short
exact sequence described in Theorem 1.6.

In section 11 we collect a number of problems about special cube com-
plexes. A major question is whether there exist Gromov-hyperbolic CAT(0)
cube complexes which are not special. The situation is well understood in
the (non-hyperbolic) case when X is the product of two locally finite regu-
lar trees. Then a uniform lattice of X is special if and only if it is reducible
(virtually a product lattice). Examples of irreducible uniform lattices were
given in [BuM], [Wi1].

CAT(0) cube complexes can be studied combinatorially through their
2-skeletons or even 1-skeletons. We discuss properties of the transition
between the 2-skeleton and the entire cube complex in the appendix com-
prising section 12.

Section 13 is an appendix where we establish several general results
about the combinatorial distance on the set of vertices in a CAT(0) cube
complex.

2 Background on Nonpositively Curved Cube Complexes

Definition 2.1 (Nonpositively curved cube complex). Let I = [%1, 1] " R.
A cube complex X is a CW -complex such that the attaching map of each
k-cell is defined on the boundary of Ik " Rk and its restriction to each
(k % 1)-face of #Ik into Xk"1 is an isometry onto Ik"1 postcomposed with
some (k % 1)-cell of Xk"1. The image of a k-cell of X is a k-cube, but we
use the usual terminology, vertex, edge, square, for k = 0, 1, 2. Throughout
the paper, we denote by %!a ,

%!
b , . . . oriented edges of X, by &%a ,

&%
b , . . . their

opposites and by a, b, . . . the associated geometric edges. (We will usually
think of %!a and &%a as points in a vertex link.) A square complex is a 2-
dimensional cube complex. A combinatorial map f : X ! Y between cube
complexes is a map such that for each k-cell $ : Ik ! X the map f ' $ is
a k-cell of Y precomposed by an isometry of Ik.
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Most of the time, all our cube complexes are simple, in the sense that
the link of each vertex is a simplicial complex. In particular, two distinct
squares cannot meet along two consecutive edges as this would give a double
edge in the link of the intermediate vertex.

A flag complex is a simplicial complex such that any collection of (i + 1)
pairwise adjacent vertices span an i-simplex. A cube complex is nonposi-
tively curved if the link of each vertex is a flag complex (in particular the
cube complex is simple). If furthermore the cube complex is simply con-
nected, it is said to be CAT(0). Nonpositively curved cube complexes were
introduced in [Gr] and we refer, for instance, to [BrH] for details concerning
the CAT(0) property.

Examples. 1. Any 2-dimensional simplicial complex K has a subdivision
K # which is a square complex. The vertices of K # are the vertices of the first
barycentric subdivision of K, each triangle is subdivided into three squares.
In particular any finitely presented group is the fundamental group of a
compact square complex.

2. A fundamental result is Sageev’s characterization of groups with
codimension-1 subgroups as precisely the groups which act essentially on
a CAT(0) cube complex [S]. Sageev’s construction has stimulated much
recent work in this subject. For instance, in [NR] his construction is used
to show that word-hyperbolic Coxeter groups act properly discontinuously
and cocompactly on CAT(0) cube complexes, and the same is shown for
finitely presented C #(1/6) small-cancellation groups in [Wi6]. Subsequently,
it was shown in [CN], [Ni], that any group acting on a space with walls (see
[HP]) gives rise to a group action on a CAT(0)-cube complex.

Definition 2.2 (Hyperplanes). A midcube in In is the subset obtained
by restricting one of the coordinates to 0, so the midcube is parallel to
two (n% 1)-faces of In. The edges of In dual to this midcube are the edges
perpendicular to it. For instance, I(I({0}(I is one of the four midcubes
of C4, and its eight dual edges are {±1}({±1}(I({±1}. The center of a
k-cube in a cube complex is the image of (0, . . . , 0) from the corresponding
k-cell. The center of an edge is its midpoint.

Given a cube complex X, we form a new cube complex Y , whose cubes
are the midcubes of cubes of X. The vertices of Y are the midpoints of
edges of X. The restriction of a (k+1)-cell of X to a midcube of Ik+1 defines
the attaching map of a k-cell in Y . Each component of Y is a hyperplane
of X. An edge of X is dual to some hyperplane H if its midpoint is a vertex
of H. Each edge a is dual to a unique hyperplane, which we will denote
by H(a).
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Definition 2.3 (Walls). Declare two edges a, b of X to be elementary
parallel if they appear as opposite edges of some square of X. Parallelism on
edges of X is the equivalence relation generated by elementary parallelisms.
A wall of X is a parallelism class of edges. For any edge a we will denote
by W (a) the wall through a, that is the paralleslism class of a.

We obtain an exact identification between hyperplanes and walls when
we associate to a hyperplane the set of edges of X dual to it. We will use
hyperplanes for the geometric intuition and the more combinatorial notion
of walls for many proofs.

2.1 The 2-skeleton of a nonpositively curved cube complex. Here
we explain the relationship between a nonpositively curved cube complex
and its 2-skeleton. The complete proof of the main lemma is given in Ap-
pendix A.
Definition 2.4 (Completable). A cube complex is completable whenever
it is simple and there is an isomorphism between its 2-skeleton and the
2-skeleton of some nonpositively curved cube complex.

Clearly nonpositively curved cube complexes are completable, and a
simple cube complex is completable if and only if its 2-skeleton is com-
pletable.

The following result is proved in Appendix A at the end of the paper.
Lemma 2.5. Let X denote any simple cube complex and Y a nonpositively
curved cube complex. Then any combinatorial map X2 ! Y extends to a
unique combinatorial map X ! Y .

Corollary 2.6 (Existence of cube-completion). Any completable cube
complex combinatorially embeds in a nonpositively curved cube complex
by a map inducing an isomorphism at the level of 2-skeleta.

In the sequel, such an embedding will be called a cube-completion of the
completable complex.
Proof. Consider an isomorphism f : X2 ! Y 2 between the 2-skeleton of a
completable cube complex X and the 2-skeleton of a nonpositively curved
cube complex Y . Now apply Lemma 2.5 above. We get a combinatorial
map f : X ! Y extending f . It remains to show that f is injective.

But this follows because f is injective, and X is simple so f itself is
injective. !

Note that a cube-completion of a completable complex restricts to a
cube-completion of its 2-skeleton.
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Corollary 2.7 (Property of cube-completions). Let X,Y denote com-
pletable cube complexes, and let jX : X ! X, jY : Y ! Y denote cube-
completions of X,Y .

Then for any combinatorial map f : X ! Y there exists a unique
combinatorial map f : X ! Y such that f ' jX = jY ' f .

Proof. Apply Lemma 2.5 to the map jY ' f ' j"1
X : X

2 ! Y (X is com-
pletable because it is nonpositively curved). We thus obtain a (unique)
combinatorial map f : X ! Y such that the relation f ' jX = jY ' f holds
on X2. By the uniqueness in Lemma 2.5 the relation holds on the whole
of X. !

The uniqueness property of the extension above implies as usual for
universal objects:

Corollary 2.8 (Uniqueness of cube-completion). Any two cube-com-
pletions j1 : X ! X1, j2 : X ! X2 are isomorphic, in the sense that there
is an isomorphism f : X1 ! X2 such that f ' j1 = j2.

2.2 Local isometries. In this subsection all the cube complexes we
consider are simple.

Definition 2.9. Let % : A ! B be a combinatorial map between cube
complexes. The map % is an immersion if the induced map link(v) !
link(w) is an embedding for each v ) A0 mapping to w ) B0. Assume now
that A,B are simple. The map % is a local isometry if it is an immersion,
and moreover %(link(v)) is a full subcomplex of link(w). Recall that a
subcomplex C " D of a simplicial complex is full if any simplex of D
whose vertices are in C is in fact entirely contained in C.

We generalize this notion for combinatorial maps between arbitrary
(that is not necessarily simple) square complexes. We say that a combina-
torial map % : A! B is a local isometry if it is an immersion, and moreover
for any two oriented edges %!a1,

%!a2 of A with the same origin v not adjacent
in link(v,A), the images $(%!a1),$(%!a2) are not adjacent in link($(v), B).

A subcomplex A " B is locally convex if the embedding A ! B is a
local isometry.

Remark 2.10. Note that if in the definition above A is nonpositively
curved, then in order to have a local isometry it is su"cient to require that
for two vertices a1, a2 of link(v), if %(a1) and %(a2) are adjacent, then a1

and a2 are adjacent (in other words, the induced map between the 2-skeleta
% : A2 ! B2 is a local isometry).
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Suppose that f : A ! B is a combinatorial map between completable
cube complexes and let f : A! B denote its natural extension (see Corol-
lary 2.7). Then f is a local isometry if and only if the map induced by f
between the 2-skeleta is a local isometry. In particular any local isometry
between completable square complexes extends to a local isometry between
their nonpositively curved cube completions.

We also note that, when X is nonpositively curved, so are each of its
hyperplanes, and (after subdividing) they map to X by local isometries.

Lemma 2.11. Let % : A ! B be a local isometry of connected simple
cube complexes. Suppose B is nonpositively curved and finite dimensional.
Then,

1. A is nonpositively curved and finite dimensional.
2. The map "% : "A! "B between universal covers is an isometry between

the CAT(0) space "A and a convex subspace of the CAT(0) space "B.
3. Consequently, "% is an embedding, and so %! : !1A! !1B is injective.

Proof. 1. For a vertex ṽ ) Ã0, a complete graph K in link(ṽ) maps to
a complete graph in link(%̃(ṽ)). As B̃ is nonpositively curved %̃(K) is the
1-skeleton of a simplex & . As %̃ is a local isometry there is a simplex ' in
link(ṽ) whose 1-skeleton is K.

2. Classical (see [BrH, II.4.14] – here we use that a finite dimensional
nonpositively curved cube complex is a complete length space of nonpositive
curvature in the CAT(0) sense, see [BrH, I.7.33 and II.5.20]).

3. If %!(() = 1 then for all x ) Ã we have %̃(x) = %!(()%̃(x) = %̃((.x),
hence (.x = x by injectivity of %̃. !

2.3 Right-angled Artin groups and Coxeter groups.
Definition 2.12. Let # be a simplicial graph. The right-angled Artin
group or graph group associated to # is the group presented by

A(#) =
#
xi : i ) Vertices(#)

$$ [xi, xj ] : (i, j) ) Edges(#)
%
. (1)

The right-angled Coxeter group associated to # is the group presented by
C(#)=

#
xi : i) Vertices(#)

$$ x2
i : i) Vertices(#) , [xi, xj ] : (i, j))Edges(#)

%
,

(2)
Note that we do not require that # be finite here.
Free groups arise from graphs with no edges, and free abelian groups

arise from complete graphs. While the class of graph groups appears to
be rather limited, it turns out that the groups appearing as subgroups of
graph groups form a surprisingly rich class. This paper provides further
interesting examples of such subgroups.
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An easy argument given in [HsW1] shows that each finitely generated
right-angled Artin group is a subgroup of a finitely generated right-angled
Coxeter group and hence a subgroup of SLn(Z) for some n. Therefore,
embedding a group as a subgroup of a right-angled Artin group gives an
easy route towards showing the group is linear.

Note that unless # is edgeless, the corresponding graph group A(#) is
never Gromov-hyperbolic. The right-angled Coxeter group C(#) is Gromov-
hyperbolic whenever # is finite and there is no full circuit of length four in #.
There are plenty of such graphs, even allowing word-hyperbolic right-angled
Coxeter groups of arbitrary virtual cohomological dimension [JS], [H2].

The standard 2-complex X of presentation (1) extends to a nonpositively
curved cube complex ART (#) by adding an n-cube (in the form of an n-
torus) for each set of n pairwise commuting generators. In the terminology
of section 2.1, the standard 2-complex is a completable square complex,
whose cube-completion is obtained by adding these tori.

Let us also associate to presentation (2) a square complex COX(#). The
complex COX(#) has two vertices v+, v". For each i ) Vertices(#) there
is an edge ai between v+ and v". We then glue a square along aiajaiaj

whenever (i, j) ) Edges(#). Note that the resulting square complex is not
simple hence not completable. The universal cover of COX(#) is isomor-
phic to the universal cover of the standard 2-complex of presentation (2),
in which all disks bounding a loop of label x2

i have been shrunk to an un-
oriented edge with label xi. Then C(#) is the group of automorphisms of
the universal cover of COX(#) which project either to the identity or to the
natural symmetry exchanging v+ and v", and preserving all other faces.
So !1(COX(#)) corresponds to the index 2 subgroup of elements of C(#)
with even length.

Now COX(#) resembles the 2-skeleton of a nonpositively curved cube
complex. Indeed consider the Davis–Moussong realization of the Coxeter
group C(#) (see [D]). This is the unique CAT(0) cube complex DM(#)
whose 2-skeleton is as follows. The vertices of DM(#) are the elements
of C(#). There is an edge between w1 and w2 if and only if w2 = w1xi

for some generator xi. And there is a square with vertices w1, w2, w3, w4

whenever there are generators xi, xj with i, j distinct adjacent vertices of #,
and w2 = w1xi, w3 = w2xj , w4 = w3xi. Clearly for any base vertex ṽ in

!COX(#) there is one and only one isomorphism between the 1-skeleton
of !COX(#) and DM(#)1 sending ṽ to 1, and preserving the labelling of
edges into {xi}i$I . Now this uniquely extends to a combinatorial map
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jṽ : !COX(#)! DM(#). This map is not an isomorphism. For any square of
!COX(#) there exists exactly one other square with the same boundary, and

these two squares are identified under jṽ. No other identification occurs.

3 Special Cube Complexes

The hyperplanes in a special cube complex (which will be defined in Defini-
tion 3.2) interact in an organized fashion. The following definition describes
pathologies which are not allowed to occur.

Definition 3.1 (Five pathologies). (1) self-intersecting hyperplane;
(2) one-sided hyperplane;
(3) directly self-osculating hyperplane;
(4) indirectly self-osculating hyperplane;
(5) a pair of inter-osculating hyperplanes both intersect and osculate.

Figure 1: From left to right, the diagrams above correspond to the
pathologies enumerated in Definition 3.1

A hyperplane H in X self-intersects if it contains more than one mid-
cube from the same cube. Equivalently, H self-intersects if the map H ! X
is not injective. Or H self-intersects if it has two dual edges that are con-
secutive in some square. To be precise suppose that v is a vertex, and e1, e2

are two edges containing v, and consecutive in a square of X. We will say
that two hyperplanes H1,H2 (or the corresponding walls W1,W2) intersect
at (v; e1, e2) if e1, e2 are dual to H1,H2 (if e1, e2 belong to W1,W2). And
we say that a hyperplane H (or the corresponding wall W ) self-intersects
at (v; e1, e2) if e1, e2 are dual to H (if e1, e2 ) W ). Two self-intersections
are illustrated in the first diagram of Figure 3.1. A hyperplane is embedded
if it does not self-intersect.

For a subspace S " X, let N(S) equal the open cubical neighborhood
consisting of the union of all open cubes of X intersecting S. An embedded
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hyperplane H in X is two-sided if N(H) is homeomorphic to the product
H( (%1, 1), and specifically, there is a combinatorial map H( [%1, 1]! X
mapping H({0} identically to H. More generally, an arbitrary hyperplane
H is two-sided if the map H ! X extends to H ( [%1, 1] ! X. The
usual pathology we are avoiding is the generalization of the Möebius strip
suggested by the second diagram in Figure 3.1.

The hyperplane is one-sided if it is not two-sided. Let us express these
properties in terms of walls. Declare two oriented edges %!a ,

%!
b of X to

be elementary parallel whenever there is a square of X containing %!a and%!
b , and such that the attaching map sends two opposite edges of I2 with
the same orientation to %!a and

%!
b respectively. Define the parallelism on

oriented edges of X as the equivalence relation generated by elementary
parallelism. An oriented wall of X is then a parallelism class of oriented
edges. We will denote by W (%!a ) the oriented wall through an oriented
edge %!a . Any oriented wall defines a wall, by forgetting orientation. A
wall W (a) is transversally orientable if the two oriented edges defined by
a belong to distinct oriented walls (in which case the wall corresponds
to two distinct oriented walls). This is equivalent to requiring that the
corresponding hyperplane is two-sided.

Let v ) X0 be a vertex and let %!e1 ,%!e2 be distinct oriented edges such
that )(%!e1) = v = )(%!e2), but %!e1 and &%e2 are not consecutive in some square
containing v. The hyperplanes H1 and H2 osculate at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2) if e1 is dual
to H1 and e2 is dual to H2. The hyperplane H self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2)
if e1 and e2 are dual to H. It is equivalent to say that the corresponding
wall W self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2), in the sense that W = W (e1) = W (e2).

Suppose H is 2-sided, so there is a consistent choice of orientation on
its dual edges. Then we say H directly self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2) if H
self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2), and there is a consistent choice of orientation
on its dual edges inducing on e1, e2 the orientation %!e1 ,%!e2 . Equivalently,
the wall W corresponding to H self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2) and %!e1 * %!e2 (in
which case we say that the oriented wall W (%!e1) self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2)).
A directly self-osculating hyperplane is illustrated in the third diagram in
Figure 3.1.

We say a 2-sided hyperplane H indirectly self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2) if
H self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2), and there is a consistent choice of orientation
on its dual edges inducing on e1, e2 the orientation %!e1 ,&%e2 (or&%e1 ,%!e2). Equiv-
alently, the wall corresponding to H self-osculates at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2) and %!e1 * &%e2

(in which case we say that the oriented wall W (%!e1) indirectly self-osculates
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at (v;%!e1 ,%!e2)). An indirectly self-osculating hyperplane is illustrated in the
fourth diagram in Figure 3.1. Indirectly self-osculating hyperplanes are of
less interest since they cannot appear in the first subdivision.

Finally H1 and H2 inter-osculate if they both intersect and osculate.
Specifically, they contain two distinct midcubes of some cube, and they

have dual edges e1 and e2 which are adjacent to a vertex v, but do not lie
in a square. A pair of inter-osculating hyperplanes are illustrated in the
last diagram in Figure 3.1.

Definition 3.2. Let X denote any simple cube complex. X is an
A-special cube complex if none of the pathologies (1),(2),(3),(5) of Defini-
tion 3.1 occur in X. That is

(1) Each hyperplane embeds.
(2) Each hyperplane is 2-sided.
(3) No hyperplane directly self-osculates.
(4) No two hyperplanes inter-osculate.

X is a C-special cube complex if
(1) Each hyperplane embeds.
(2) X1 is a bipartite graph (multiple edges are allowed, but not loops).
(3) No hyperplane self-osculates.
(4) No two hyperplanes inter-osculate.

X is a special cube complex if:
(1) Each hyperplane embeds.
(2) No hyperplane directly self-osculates.
(3) No two hyperplanes inter-osculate.

Example 3.3. (1) Any graph is A-special and any bipartite graph is
C-special.

(2) The cube complex of any right-angled Artin group is A-special, and
likewise, the square complex of any right-angled Coxeter group has all the
properties of a C-special complex, except that it is not simple.

To verify this we adopt the wall viewpoint. No wall self-intersects (in
either complex), because the edges are labelled in such a way that two
parallel edges have the same label, and two consecutive edges in a square
have distinct labels. In ART(#) the parallelism class of an oriented edge
is reduced to this oriented edge: in particular the walls are two-sided and
the oriented walls do not directly self-osculate (yet all walls of ART(#) are
indirectly self-osculating). In COX(#) the parallelism class of an edge is
reduced to this edge: in particular the walls do not self-osculate (but all
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walls are one-sided). The fact that walls are reduced to one edge also easily
implies in both complexes that no two walls inter-osculate.

In particular, any cartesian product of loops is A-special. (A loop is a
graph with one vertex and one edge.)

(3) Any CAT(0) cube complex Y is A-special.
To see that no pathology appears for walls in Y we first use the fact that

the natural combinatorial map of any hyperplane of a nonpositively curved
complex into the first subdivision is a local isometry (see Remark 2.10).
So by Lemma 2.11 each hyperplane of Y embeds, and is a totally geodesic
subspace of Y .

In a nonpositively curved cube complex the union of two edges a, b
with a common vertex v is a local geodesic, as soon as there is no square
containing both of them. This remark and the unicity of geodesic between
two points of Y implies that no wall of Y self-osculates. Using the same
remark again and the non-existence of right-angled geodesic triangles in a
CAT(0) space we see that Y has no inter-osculating pair of walls.

It is easy to check that in fact Y is also C-special because it is simply
connected (see Proposition 3.10 below).

Remark 3.4 (X is special+, X2 is special). The definitions of A-special,
C-special and special may be expressed in terms of (oriented) walls, that
is, in terms of parallelism of (oriented) edges. Hence each of the properties
we are dealing with only depends on the 2-skeleton of the cube complex.

Now we give some procedures to build new special complexes out of old
ones.
Lemma 3.5 (Stability under cartesian product). Suppose that X1,X2 are
cube complexes satisfying one of the following properties; then X1(X2 has
that property:

(1) Each hyperplane embeds;
(2) Each hyperplane is two-sided;
(3) The 1-skeleta are bipartite;
(4) Each hyperplane embeds and no hyperplane directly self-osculates;
(5) Each hyperplane embeds and no hyperplane self-osculates;
(6) No two hyperplanes inter-osculate.

Proof. It su"ces to prove the lemma when X1,X2 are connected. We work
with walls.

First of all, an oriented edge of X1(X2 is of the form %!a1( v2 or v1(%!a2

(with %!ai an oriented edge of Xi and vj a vertex of Xj). Its parallelism class
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is of the same type: in fact the oriented wall of X1(X2 through %!a1 ( v2 is
precisely W (%!a1,X1)(X0

2 (here we use that X2 is connected, and as usual
we denote by X0

2 the set of vertices of X2). The wall through a1 ( v2 is
then W (a1,X1)(X0

2

(1) Suppose that such a wall self-intersects. Then there are edges a1, b1

with a1 * b1 in X1, and vertices v2, w2 of X2 such that the edges a1(v2

and b1 (w2 are consecutive in some square of X1 (X2. Clearly this
square cannot be of type e1(e2 with ei an edge of Xi. Hence v2 = w2

and a1, b1 are consecutive in some square of X1. So X1 contains a
self-intersecting wall.

(2) Suppose that the wall W (a1,X1)(X0
2 is one-sided. Fix a base vertex

v2 in X2. Then %!a1 ( v2 is parallel in X1 (X2 to &%a1 ( v2.
In a sequence ' of elementary parallelisms beginning with %!a1( v2, all
edges are of type %!a ( v and we suppress all elementary parallelism
of type

%!
a#1 ( w2 *

%!
a#1 ( w#

2 with w2, w#
2 joined by an edge of X2.

Then forgetting the second factor we obtain a sequence of elementary
parallelism in X1 (which we will denote by p1(') in the sequel). So
%!a1 ( v2 * &%a1 ( v2 leads to %!a1 * &%a1, and W (%!a1,X1) is one-sided.

(3) If &1 : X0
1 ! {%1, 1}, &2 : X0

2 ! {%1, 1} are 2-colorings, then the map
(v1, v2) -! &1(v1)&2(v2) defines a 2-coloring of (X1 (X2)1.

(4) Suppose that the oriented wall W (%!a ( v) of X1 ( X2 directly self-
osculates. Then there is a sequence ' of elementary parallelisms be-
tween oriented edges %!a1 ( v2 and

%!
b1 ( w2, with v2 = w2, )(%!a1) =

)(
%!
b1 ) = v1, %!a1 * %!a *

%!
b1 , and there is no square in X1 (X2 in which

%!a1( v2 and
%!
b1 (w2 are consecutive. As above we may project ' onto

a sequence p1(') of elementary parallelisms between %!a1 and
%!
b1 . So

either W (%!a1) self-intersects or it directly self-osculates at (v1,
%!a1,
%!
b1 ).

(5) The same argument shows that if W (a( v) self-osculates in X1(X2,
then either W (a) self-intersects or it self-osculates in X1.

(6) Suppose that W,V are distinct intersecting walls of X1 (X2.
Then we may have W,V of the same type, for example W = W (a1( v2)
and V = W (b1 ( w2). Then a square where W,V intersect is not of
the form e1 ( e2 (else W = V ). So the square is C ( {u2} with C a
square of X1. Hence W (a1) and W (b1) intersect in this square.
If furthermore W,V osculate in X1(X2 then the projection argument
shows that W (a1) and W (b1) also osculate in X1.
The other possibility for intersecting walls of X1 ( X2 is that W,V
are of di!erent type: say W = W (a1 ( v2) and V = W (v1( a2). But
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such walls never osculate in X1 (X2. Because if wi is a vertex of an
edge bi, then the product edges b1 ( w2 and w1 ( b2 belong to the
square b1 ( b2. !

Corollary 3.6. Any product of A-special (resp. C-special, special) cube
complexes is still A-special (resp. C-special, special).

Proof. By Lemma 3.5, the corollary is true for a finite product. But if one
of the pathologies excluded in the definition of special complexes appears
in an infinite product, it must occur in a finite subcomplex, and hence in
the product of finitely many special complexes. This is impossible. !

Lemma 3.7. Let f : X ! Y be a combinatorial map of cube complexes.
If one of the following holds for Y then the corresponding property also
hold for X:

(1) Each hyperplane of Y embeds;
(2) Each hyperplane of Y is two-sided;
(3) Y 1 is bipartite;
(4) No hyperplane of Y self-osculates (or no hyperplane of Y directly

self-osculates) and one of the following holds: either each hyperplane
of Y embeds and f is an immersion, or f|X2 : X2 ! Y 2 is a local
isometry;

(5) No two hyperplanes of Y inter-osculate, each hyperplane of Y em-
beds, and f|X2 : X2 ! Y 2 is a local isometry.

Proof. Any sequence of elementary parallelisms between (oriented) edges
of X is sent by f to such a sequence (f sends edges to edges and squares
to squares). Hence f maps walls of X into walls of Y .

Suppose that X has a wall W which self-intersects or is one-sided: then
f(W ) is contained in a wall of Y that either self-intersects or is one-sided.

Clearly a 2-coloring of Y 1 precomposed with f gives a 2-coloring of X1.
Suppose an oriented wall W of X self-osculates at (v;%!a ,

%!
b ). Then

W (f(%!a )) = W (f(
%!
b )) = V in Y . Because f is an immersion we also have

f(a) .= f(b). So either V self-intersects at (f(v); f(a), f(b)) (impossible if
f is a local isometry), or V self-osculates at (f(v); f(%!a ), f(

%!
b )).

The same argument remains valid if we have a self-osculating wall in X.
To conclude, suppose that two walls W,V of X intersect and osculate

at (v;%!a ,
%!
b ). If W (f(a)) = W (f(b)) then Y has a self-intersecting wall.

Otherwise W (f(a)) .= W (f(b)) and the walls W (f(a)),W (f(b)) intersect
in Y . In this case f(%!a ), f(

%!
b ) cannot be adjacent in link(f(v)), because
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this would imply by the local isometry hypothesis that %!a ,
%!
b are adja-

cent in link(v) which is impossible. Thus W (f(a)),W (f(b)) osculate at
(f(v); f(%!a ), f(

%!
b )) and Y has an inter-osculating pair of walls. !

Corollary 3.8 (Coverings of special cube complexes). Any covering
space of an A-special, a C-special or a special cube complex is A-special,
C-special or special (respectively).

Corollary 3.9 (Subcomplexes of special cube complexes). The following
properties are preserved under subcomplexes of simple cube complexes:

(1) Each hyperplane embeds;
(2) Each hyperplane is two-sided;
(3) The 1-skeleton is bipartite;
(4) Each hyperplane embeds and no hyperplane directly self-osculates;
(5) Each hyperplane embeds and no hyperplane self-osculates.

If Y has no self-intersecting hyperplanes and no inter-osculating hyper-
planes, and X is a locally convex subcomplex of Y , then X has no inter-
osculating hyperplanes. In particular a locally convex subcomplex of an
A-special, C-special or a special cube complex is A-special, C-special or
special (respectively).

The three variants of a special cube complex are virtually equivalent:
Proposition 3.10. Let X be a special cube complex. Assume X has a
finite number of walls (for examples X is compact). Then X has a finite
cover which is A-special and C-special.

Proof. In a cube complex X, the combinatorial length modulo 2 of an edge
path is preserved by homotopies with fixed extremities. This is because all
elementary homotopies occur inside a square. Hence there is a morphism
* : !1(X) ! Z2 giving the parity of the lengths of closed paths. If the
morphism is trivial then the distance modulo 2 to some fixed vertex of X
gives a 2-coloring on X1. Otherwise the 2-sheeted covering of X defined
by the kernel of the morphism has a bipartite 1-skeleton.

Suppose furthermore that X has a finite number of walls, say W1, . . . ,Wn.
Fix some wall Wi. The parity of the intersection of an edge path with Wi

is preserved by homotopies with fixed extremities. Hence there is a mor-
phism *i : !1(X) ! Z2 counting the parity of the number of intersections
of a closed path with the wall Wi. (Note that * =

&
i *i).

Suppose that no wall of X self-intersects. Take the finite covering
p : X # ! X corresponding to /i ker(*i). We claim that all walls of
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X # are 2-sided. Suppose that there is an oriented edge
%!
a# parallel in

X to its opposite edge. Choose a sequence of elementary parallelisms
from

%!
a# to

&%
a# . In the k-th square of this sequence let

%!
a#k be the edge

joining the endpoints of the elementary parallel oriented edges (for ex-
ample )(

%!
a#1) = &(

%!
a# )). Then the last edge %!am satisfies &(

%!
a#m) = )(

%!
a# ),

so (# = (
%!
a# ,
%!
a#1, . . . ,

%!
a#m) is a closed path of X. By construction, the

closed path p((#) must satisfy *i(p((#)) = 0 for all i, and especially for
the index i such that W (p(a#)) = Wi. This means that the cardinality of
{p(a#), p(a#1), . . . , p(a#m)}/Wi is even. By construction, the walls W (p(a#k))
and W (p(a#)) intersect. But there are no self-intersecting walls in X, so
p(a#k) .) W (p(a#)). Finally, {p(a#), p(a#1), . . . , p(a#m)} /Wi = {p(a#)} which
is a contradiction.

The same reasoning shows that X # has no indirectly self-osculating wall.
At this point we have proved the following:

Lemma 3.11. Any cube complex X has a finite cover X # whose 1-skeleton
is bipartite. If furthermore X has finitely many walls and X has no self-
intersecting wall, then we may assume that all hyperplanes of X # are two-
sided, and that no oriented wall of X # indirectly self-osculates.

In the previous lemma, if X was special with finitely many walls, then
by Lemma 3.8 the finite cover X # is both A- and C-special. !

Since all A-special and C-special cube complexes are special, the pre-
vious proposition shows that it is equivalent for a cube complex X with
finitely many walls to have a finite covering X # ! X where X # is A-special,
C-special or special.
Remark 3.12 (Subdivisions). The first subdivision X # of X does not
contain any 1-sided hyperplanes. However, a 1-sided hyperplane in X leads
to a directly self-osculating hyperplane in X #.

Indirectly self-osculating hyperplanes cannot exist in the first sub-
division.

The reader can verify that if X is A-special, then its first subdivision
X # is C-special. In particular, any cartesian product of double edges is
C-special. (A double edge is a graph with two edges glued together along
two vertices.)

The following is proved in Appendix A:
Lemma 3.13 (Special , nonpositively curved). Let X be a special cube
complex. Then X is completable, hence it is contained in a unique smallest
nonpositively curved cube complex with the same 2-skeleton as X.
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It is a well-known problem to decide whether X has a finite cover !X
such that each hyperplane in !X embeds. This is especially interesting when
X is also a 3-manifold, as it is related to the virtual Haken problem. There
are counterexamples when X is a compact nonpositively curved 2-complex.
On the other hand, it is currently unknown whether X always has such a
cover when X is compact and !1X is word-hyperbolic.
Definition 3.14 (Typing maps). Let B be any simple square complex
in which each hyperplane embeds. Let #B be the simplicial graph whose
vertices are hyperplanes of B, and whose edges connect distinct intersect-
ing hyperplanes. We wish to map B to the cube complex ART(#B) or
COX(#B).

All hyperplanes of B are two-sided whenever there is a combinatorial
map B1 ! ART(#B) sending parallel oriented edges of some wall W to the
loop in ART(#B) that is labelled by W and with the same orientation. Such
a map immediately extends to a combinatorial map &A : B ! ART(#B)
which we call an A-typing of B.

Similarly B1 is bipartite whenever there is a combinatorial map B1 !
COX(#B) sending parallel edges of some wall W to the edge labelled by W .
Such a map also extends to a combinatorial map &C : B ! COX(#B) which
we call a C-typing of B. Indeed there are exactly two possible extensions
of B1 ! COX(#B) at any square of B.

As we have seen in Lemma 3.11, up to a finite covering, a compact
square complex without self-intersecting wall admits an A-typing or a C-
typing.

Note that, as a map, a typing is not unique in general (think of a bouquet
of two circles). Nevertheless, any two typings di!er by a wall-preserving
automorphism of the target cube complex.
Lemma 3.15. Let B denote a square complex in which each hyperplane
embeds.

If hyperplanes of B are two-sided then an A-typing map is an immersion
if and only if no hyperplane of B directly self-osculates.

If B1 is bipartite then a C-typing map is an immersion if and only if no
hyperplane of B self-osculates.

Proof. The conditions are necessary because of Lemma 3.7 and Example 3.3.
Conversely, the fact that hyperplanes embed implies that adjacent ver-

tices of link(v,B) are sent by & to distinct vertices. And the fact that
no hyperplane (directly) self-osculates implies that nonadjacent vertices of
link(v,B) are sent by & to distinct vertices. !
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Corollary 3.16. A square complex B admits a combinatorial immersion
in a cartesian product of copies of S1 if and only if the following hold:

(1) Each hyperplane of B embeds;
(2) Each hyperplane of B is two-sided;
(3) No hyperplane of B directly self-osculates.

Proof. These conditions are necessary because of Lemma 3.7 and Exam-
ple 3.3.

Conversely each hyperplane of B is two-sided and we may apply Lem-
ma 3.15: An A-typing gives an immersion of B in ART(#B). We may
compose this with the inclusion of ART(#B) in the Artin complex of the
complete graph on the set of walls of B. !

4 Special Cube Complexes and Right-Angled Artin or
Coxeter Groups

In this section we show that each A-special or C-special, nonpositively
curved cube complex immerses by a local isometry into the cube complex
of a right-angled Artin or Coxeter group. While the proof is quite simple,
it is essentially the main theorem in the paper.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that B is some A-special or C-special square com-
plex. Then any A-typing or C-typing on B is a local isometry into the
2-skeleton of ART(#B) or COX(#B).

Proof. By Lemma 3.15 we know that &A (or &C) is an immersion.
Fix two oriented edges %!a ,

%!
b of B with origin v. Suppose that &(%!a ),

&(
%!
b ) are adjacent in link(&(v)). By definition of ART(#B) or COX(#B)

this means that the walls W (a),W (b) intersect. As B is special these walls
cannot osculate at (v;%!a ,

%!
b ). Hence %!a ,

%!
b are adjacent in link(v,B) and

& is a local isometry. !

Theorem 4.2. Let B be any cube complex. Then B is A-special (resp.
C-special) if and only if there exists a graph # and there is an immersion
B ! ART(#) that is a local isometry at the level of the 2-skeleta (resp.
and there is a local isometry B2 ! COX(#)).

Proof. If B is A-special or C-special then so is the 2-skeleton B2 (see
Remark 3.4). Note that B2 is completable by Lemma 3.13.

Lemma 4.1 shows that B2 admits a local isometry to the 2-skeleton
of a right-angled Artin or Coxeter complex. In the A-special case, by
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the nonpositive curvature of right-angled Artin complexes and Lemma 2.5,
we extend & to a combinatorial map from B into the right-angled Artin
complex. This extension is a local isometry by Remark 2.10.

Conversely suppose there exists a local isometry from B2 to the 2-
skeleton of the cube complex of a right-angled Artin group (resp. Coxeter
group). Then by Lemma 3.7 we know that B2 is special. Hence B is
A-special or C-special as in Remark 3.4. !

Lemma 4.3. Let B denote a compact C-special connected cube complex.
Let ṽ denote a base vertex in the universal cover "B and let & : B2 !
COX(#B) denote some C-typing map.

Then &% : !1B ! !1(COX(#B)) " C(#B) is an embedding and the
composition j""(ṽ) ' "& : "B2 ! DM(#B) extends to an equivariant isometric

embedding of CAT(0) cube complexes & ṽ : "B ! DM(#B) (here we denote
by B the CAT(0) completion of B).

Proof. We equip B (hence B2) with the base point corresponding to ṽ
under the universal covering "B ! B, and COX(#B) with the base point
&(v). Recall that we have already defined the combinatorial map j""(ṽ) :

!COX(#B)! DM(#B) (see Definition 2.12).
Let us first check that the equivariant combinatorial map j""(ṽ)'"& is a lo-

cal isometry. To prove that it is an immersion of simple square complexes it
is enough to show that distinct oriented edges with the same origin are sent
to distinct oriented edges. But this follows because j"" (ṽ) is an isomorphism
between the 1-skeleta and & is a local isometry (see Lemma 4.1).

To conclude it su"ces to note that if two distinct oriented edges with
the same origin x in !COX(#B) are not adjacent in link(x), then their images
under j""(ṽ) are not adjacent either. This follows from the well-known fact
that the order of xixj is 2 if and only if i, j are distinct adjacent vertices
of #B.

The C-special complex B is completable by Lemma 3.13. The cube
completion B ! B restricts to a cube completion B2 ! B, and the induced
map 'B2 ! "B is still a cube completion. On the other hand DM(#B) is
CAT(0), hence it is equal to its completion. By Remark 2.10 the local
isometry of square complexes j""(ṽ) ' "& extends to a unique local isometry

& ṽ : "B ! DM(#B). Uniqueness implies equivariance. By Lemma 2.11 the
map & ṽ is an isometry into the CAT(0) cube complex DM(#B).
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By equivariance of & ṽ we see that &% is an embedding (same argument
as in the proof of Lemma 2.11). !

Theorem 4.4. Let B be a compact connected cube complex. If B is
virtually special, then !1B is linear.

As it is well known that finitely generated linear groups are residually
finite, Theorem 4.4 implies in particular that !1B is residually finite.
Proof. Let p : B# ! B be a finite cover such that B# is C-special. Choose
a C-typing map & : B#2 ! COX(#B!). By Lemma 4.3 this induces an
injection &% : !1(B#2) = !1(B#) ! C(#B!). But the right-angled Coxeter
group C(#B!) is linear because B# is compact, hence C(#B!) is finitely
generated.

Thus the theorem follows from the following well-known fact (see [W]
for a proof):
Lemma 4.5. Let ## " # be a finite index subgroup. If ## is linear over
some field then # is linear over the same field. !

5 Applications to Virtually Clean VH-Complexes

Definition 5.1. A hyperplane Y of a cube complex X is clean whenever
it has no self-intersection and no direct self-osculation. It is fully clean
whenever it has no self-intersection and no self-osculation at all.

Definition 5.2. A simple square complex is a VH-complex if the edges
are divided into two classes vertical and horizontal such that the attaching
map of each square is of the form v1h1v2h2 where v1, v2 are vertical, and
h1, h2 are horizontal.

Observe that parallelism of edges perserves the horizontal or vertical
nature. Thus hyperplanes are either horizontal (dual to vertical edges) or
vertical (dual to horizontal edges).

Definition 5.3. A VH-complex X is horizontally clean if each horizontal
hyperplane is clean.

Note that any horizontally clean VH-complex X is a nonpositively
curved square complex.
Definition 5.4. A nonpositively curved VH-complex is thin if the funda-
mental group of each horizontal hyperplane maps to a malnormal subgroup.

For instance, this occurs if for some n, X does not admit a VH-immersion
of In(I2, where Im

0= [0,m] is a graph with m+1 edges. We regard In(I2
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to be a VH-complex whose horizontal edges are parallel to In, and whose
vertical edges are parallel to I2. A VH-immersion takes horizontal edges
to horizontal edges, and vertical to vertical.

Note that in a VH-complex X the walls cannot self-intersect, and the
fundamental group of a hyperplane embeds as the stabilizer in !1(X) of a
hyperplane of the universal cover of X.

The following was proven in [Wi4]:
Theorem 5.5. Any compact thin VH-complex is virtually horizontally
clean.

The following was proven in [Wi7]:
Proposition 5.6. Let X be a compact horizontally clean VH complex.
Then X has a finite cover which is a subcomplex of a product A ( B of
graphs.

Theorem 5.7. Let X be a compact, virtually horizontally clean VH-
complex. Then X is virtually special.

Proof. By Proposition 5.6, the complex X has a finite cover X # con-
tained in a product of graphs. The product of two graphs is A-special by
Corollary 3.6 and Example 3.3. Now any subcomplex of a product A( B
of graphs has no pair of inter-osculating hyperplanes. Indeed, two inter-
secting walls must correspond to edges of distinct factors, and if v = )(%!a )
and w = )(

%!
b ), then the walls of A(B dual to %!a (w and v(

%!
b intersect

only in the square a( b. Finally X # is A-special by Corollary 3.9. !

So in this context Theorem 4.4 gives
Theorem 5.8. Let G be the fundamental group of a compact virtually
clean VH-complex. Then G is commensurable with a subgroup of a right-
angled Artin group, and hence G is linear.

Combining Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.8 we obtain
Theorem 5.9. Let G be the fundamental group of a compact thin VH-
complex. Then G is commensurable with a subgroup of a right-angled
Artin group, and hence G is linear.

Remark 5.10. The class of virtually clean VH-complexes is more general
than one might expect. It includes most negatively curved polygons of
finite groups, and most hyperbolic buildings whose chambers have at least
four sides [Wi4]. It is conjectured that the Dehn complex of every prime
alternating link projection lies in this class [Wi7].
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The amalgamated free product of two free groups amalgamating a cyclic
subgroup was shown to be linear in [W] under the mild assumption that the
edge group is a maximal cyclic subgroup of each factor. This was proven
in general in [Sh].
Theorem 5.11. Consider a group G presented by#

a1, . . . , am, t1, . . . tk
$$ U ti

i = Vi (1 $ i $ k)
%

where Ui and Vi are cyclically reduced words in the a±1
j letters, and |Ui| =

|Vi| for each i. Then G is linear.

Proof. The standard 2-complex of such a presentation is a VH-complex. It
was shown to be virtually clean in [Wi3]. The theorem therefore follows
from Theorem 5.8. !

6 Canonical Completion and Retraction

In this section we explain how to factor some special immersions of square
complexes as the composition of an inclusion (the completion) and a cov-
ering map. The procedure will be canonical enough to allow the existence
of a retraction to the completion. The material presented here is a gener-
alization of the method in [Wi4].
Definition 6.1 (Clean map). Let A be any cube complex and f : A! B
be a combinatorial map. For a vertex v of A and distinct oriented edges
%!a1,
%!a2 of A satisfying )(%!a1) = )(%!a2) = v, we say that f is clean at (v;%!a1,

%!a2)
whenever f(%!a 1) and f(%!a 2) are not parallel. We say that f is clean if it is
clean everywhere.

Similarly we say that f is fully clean at (v;%!a1,
%!a2) whenever f(a1) and

f(a2) are not parallel. And we say that f is fully clean if it is fully clean
everywhere.

A cube complex A is clean (resp. fully clean) +, 1A : A! A is clean
(resp. fully clean). It amounts to asking that each hyperplane of A be clean
(resp. fully clean) in the sense of Definition 5.1.

Note that the cleanliness of f : A ! B implies that f : A1 ! B1 is
an immersion, and since we work with simple cube complexes, it follows
that f : A ! B is an immersion. The cleanliness of f has the following
reformulation: if

%!
b is an oriented edge of B then for each v ) A0, there is

at most one oriented edge %!a with initial vertex v and such that f(%!a ) *
%!
b .

The full cleanliness is equivalent to the following condition: if b is an
edge of B then for each v ) A0, there is at most one oriented edge %!a with
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initial vertex v and such that f(a) * b. If such an oriented edge %!a exists
we denote by b · v the terminal vertex of %!a , and otherwise we let b · v = v.

Definition 6.2. Let A be any cube complex and f : A ! B be a com-
binatorial map. For a vertex v of A and distinct oriented edges %!a1,

%!a2 of
A satisfying )(%!a1) = )(%!a2) = v, we say that f inter-osculates at (v;%!a1,

%!a2)
if the vertices %!a1,

%!a2 of link(v,A) are not adjacent and the walls associated
to f(a1), f(a2) intersect.

f is special (resp. fully special) if f is clean and inter-osculates nowhere
(resp. if f is fully clean and inter-osculates nowhere).

The following criterion ensures that a map is special:

Lemma 6.3. Let f : A! B be a local isometry of cube complexes where
B is special. Then f is special. If furthermore B is fully clean then f is
fully special.

Proof. Let v be a vertex of A, and let %!a1,
%!a2 denote distinct oriented edges

of A satisfying )(%!a1) = )(%!a2) = v. Then f(%!a1), f(%!a2) are distinct oriented
edges satisfying )(f(%!a1)) = )(f(%!a2)) = f(v). Since B is clean the oriented
walls M(f(%!a 1)),M(f(%!a 2)) are distinct. This proves that f is clean. If
we assume that B is fully clean then the walls M(f(a1)),M(f(a2)) are
distinct, thus f is fully clean.

If we assume that M(f(a1)) intersects M(f(a2)), then since no two
walls of B inter-osculate, there must exist a square of B in which f(&%a 1)
and f(%!a 2) are consecutive. Hence %!a1,

%!a2 are adjacent in link(v,A) since f
is a local isometry. !

Remark 6.4. Assume that f : A! B is a special map of cube complexes
and that B is special. Then A is special.

A cube complex X is special if and only if 1X : X ! X is special.
To conclude note that the classes of clean maps, fully clean maps, special

maps and fully special maps are stable under composition.

The object of this section is the following:

Proposition 6.5. Let A,B be square complexes such that A1 and B1

are simplicial graphs. Let f : A ! B be a fully special map of square
complexes. Then there exists a covering map p : C(A,B) ! B (of finite
degree if A is finite), an injection j : A ! C(A,B) and a cellular map
r : C(A,B)! A such that f = pj and rj = 1A.

Furthermore distinct walls of j(A) define distinct walls of C(A,B). And
non-intersecting walls of j(A) define non-intersecting walls of C(A,B).
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Note that in the 1-dimensional case, where A and B are simplicial
graphs, the cleanliness condition on f amounts to requiring that f be an
immersion.
Proof. We begin by assuming that f : A! B is a combinatorial immersion
of square complexes where B1 is assumed to be a simplicial graph (no loops
or double edges). We will add the additional hypotheses as they are needed.

Our goal is to produce a square complex C(A,B), an injection j : A!
C(A,B) together with a covering map p : C(A,B) ! B such that f = pj.
We also need a cellular map r : C(A,B) ! A such that rp is the identity
on A (i.e. r is a retraction to A).

Let G0 = A0 ( B1. The right projection A ( B ! B restricts to a
covering map p0 : G0 ! B1. There is also an obvious injection j0 : A0 !
A0(B0 sending v to (v, f(v)). Clearly f = p0j0 on A0. Moreover, the first
projection r0 on A0 (B0 satisfies r0j0 = 1A0 .

By changing some edges in G0 we are going to define a new graph G1

such that
– G1 has the same set of vertices as G0 (i.e. A0 (B0);
– There is a new covering map p1 : G1 ! B1, an injection j1 : A1 ! G1,

and a cellular retraction map r1 : G1 ! A1 such that f = p1j1 on A1,
and r1j1 = 1A1 .

In what follows, we assume that f is fully clean.
Since A1 and B1 are simplicial, we may identify edges of A and B with

2-subsets of A0 and B0.
The edges of G0 are the 2-subsets of A0(B0 of the form {(v, x), (v, y)},

with {x, y} an edge of B1. We define the edges of G1 to be the 2-subsets
e = {(v, x), (v#, y)} with {x, y} an edge b of B1, and

– Either v# = v and no edge a containing v is sent to an edge parallel
to b (in which case we say that e is horizontal);

– Or {v, v#} is an edge a of A such that f(a) * b (in which case we say
that e is diagonal).

In particular, for any edge a = {v,w} of A, the 2-subset {(v, f(v)),
(w, f(w))} is a diagonal edge of G1, and so the map j0 extends to an
injective graph morphism j1 : A1 ! G1. The left projection A0(B0 ! A0

sends a horizontal edge to a single vertex, and sends a diagonal edge to an
edge of A. Thus r0 extends to a simplicial map r1 : G1 ! A1.

Similarly, the right projection A0 ( B0 ! B0 extends to a graph mor-
phism p1 : G1 ! B1. We now check that p1 is a covering map, i.e. a local
isomorphism. Fix a vertex (v, x) of G1 and an edge b = {x, y} of B. Then
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{(v, x), (b · v, y)} is an edge of G1 containing (v, x) and projecting onto b,
and moreover it is the only such edge.

The relations p1j1 = f and r1j1 = 1A1 are straightforward.
We now attach squares to G1, producing the square complex C(A,B),

so that j1, p1, r1 extend to cellular maps with the required properties. We
want p1 to extend to a covering, hence we must define the boundaries of
the squares of C(A,B) as the lifts of the boundaries of the squares of B1.
We first check that these lifts are closed paths.

Let (
%!
b1 ,
%!
b2 ,
%!
b3 ,
%!
b4 ) be a 4-circuit in B1 bounding a square of B. Let

%!
bi = (xi, xi+1) where the indices vary modulo 4. Fix a vertex (v, x1) of G1

projecting to x1.
As above, the lift of

%!
b1 at (v, x1) is ((v, x1), (b1 · v, x2)). Similarly, the

lift of
%!
b2 at (b1 · v, x2) is ((b1 · v, x2), (b2 · (b1 · v), x3)), and so on. Thus the

endpoint of the lift of the path (
%!
b1 ,
%!
b2 ,
%!
b3 ,
%!
b4 ) is (b4 · (b3 · (b2 · (b1 · v))), x1),

and this lift is closed provided b4 · (b3 · (b2 · (b1 · v))) = v. We are going to
establish this in all possible cases provided f is (fully) special.

(1) Assume first that b1 · v = v. Note that in this case we must also have
b3 · v = v (because b1 * b3).

(1-a) If b4 · v = v then b2 · v = v and thus b4 · (b3 · (b2 · (b1 · v))) = v.
(1-b) Suppose b4 · v = w .= v. Then a = {v,w} is an edge of A sent to

an edge parallel to b4, and hence to b2. So we also have b2 ·v = w.
Thus b4 · (b3 · (b2 · (b1 · v))) = b4 · (b3 · w), and we are done if we
can prove that b3 · w = w.
Suppose b3 ·w .= w, so there is an edge a# containing w such that
f(a#) * b3. We cannot have a# = a or else b1 · v .= v. As f is
special there is a square in A containing a, a#. In this latter case
let a## be the edge of this square parallel to a# and containing v.
Observe that f sends it to an edge parallel to f(a#), hence to b3,
hence to b1, which contradicts b1 · v = v.

(2) Suppose that b1 · v = w .= v.
(2-a) If b4 · v = v we have b1 · (b2 · (b3 · (b4 · v))) = v by case (1-b),

hence also b4 · (b3 · (b2 · (b1 · v))) = v.
(2-b) Otherwise b4 ·v = u .= v. If the edges a = {v,w} and a# = {v, u}

are not distinct, then one verifies that b1 · v = w, b2 · w =
v, b3 · v = w, b4 · w = v and so we are done. Otherwise, since
f is special there is a square in A containing a, a#. Let t denote
the fourth vertex of this square: then it is easy to check that
b1 · v = w, b2 · w = t, b3 · t = u, and b4 · u = v.
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We have shown: if f : A! B is a fully special map of square complexes,
then the boundary of any square of B lifts to a closed path.

Let C(A,B) denote the square complex obtained by attaching squares
to G1 along the lifts of boundaries of squares of B. By construction, p1 :
G1 ! B1 extends to a covering map p : C(A,B)! B. Note that the degree
of p is bounded by the number of vertices in A, and that C(A,B) is not
connected in general.

The image under j1 of the boundary of any square C of A is the lift of
#f(C). Thus j1 extends to a clearly injective morphism j : A! C(A,B).

Using our analysis of the lifts above, we see that r1 sends the lift of a
square Q of B either to a point (when all edges of the lift are horizontal),
or to an edge (when two opposite edges of the lift are horizontal, and the
two others are diagonal), or to the boundary of a square (when the four
edges of the lift are diagonal). This shows that r1 extends to a cellular map
r : C(A,B)! A (satisfying rj = 1A).

We note that if e is a diagonal edge of G1 = C(A,B)1, then the wall
W (e,C(A,B)) consists of diagonal edges. And r sends a sequence of ele-
mentary parallelisms in C(A,B) onto a sequence of elementary parallelisms
in A. Hence if two edges of j(A) define the same wall in C(A,B) then in
fact they are parallel in A. And if the two edges define intersecting walls
in C(A,B) then in fact their walls in j(A) also intersect (r maps a diagonal
square to a square of A). !

Remark 6.6. (1) We note that in the previous construction for any vertex
v ) A0 if b# * b then b ·v = b# ·v, and b · (b ·v)) = v. Thus the maps v -! b ·v
define an action of the free product of cyclic groups of order two, one for
each wall of B. So showing that squares lift to squares amounts to proving
that this action is also defined on the quotient group C(#B).

(2) The walls of C(A,B) can be described completely (we will not need
this description in this article).

The horizontal walls of C(A,B) correspond to pairs (v,W ), where v is
a vertex of A and W is a wall of B containing no edge of the form f(a),
with a an edge adjacent to v.

Any diagonal edge e of C(A,B) is {(v, x), (w, y)} with {x, y} some edge
b of B, and {v,w} an edge a of A such that f(a) * b. We set %!a = (v,w)
and
%!
b = (x, y). Either f(%!a ) *

%!
b , we say that the sign of e is +1. Then e

is parallel in C(A,B) to j(a). Else f(%!a ) *
&%
b (the sign of e is %1), in which

case e is parallel in C(A,B) to {(v, f(w)), (w, f(v))}. Furthermore j({v,w})
is not parallel to {(v, f(w)), (w, f(v))} (because the sign of diagonal edges
is preserved by parallelism).
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In particular we see that the preimage of a wall W of A under retraction
consists in two walls of C(A,B) (one of which contains j(W )).

Corollary 6.7. Let B denote some nonpositively curved cube complex
whose 1-skeleton is simplicial. Assume B is fully clean and special. Let
f : A ! B denote a local isometry. Then there exists a covering p :
C(A,B)! B, an embedding j : A! B and a cellular map r : B ! A such
that f = pj and rj = 1A.

Proof. Note that A has the same properties as B because it admits a local
isometry to B. Using Lemma 6.3, we see that we may apply Proposition 6.5
to the restriction of f : A! B to the 2-skeleta.

B2 is special, because so is B. Using the covering p2 : C(A2, B2)! B2

and Corollary 3.8 we see that C(A2, B2) is special. We then denote by
C(A,B) the nonpositively curved completion of C(A2, B2) (in view of Lem-
ma 3.13). Using Lemma 2.5 we extend the maps p2, j2 from the 2-skeleta
to the nonpositively curved cube complexes and denote by p, j the resulting
maps.

Then p is a covering and j is an embedding. Furthermore the relation
pj extends the restriction of f to 2-skeleta, so pj = f by uniqueness in
Lemma 2.5.

Now we extend r2 : C(A2, B2)! A2 to a cellular map r : C(A,B)! A.
It is easy to check that r sends cellularly the 2-skeleton of a cube of C(A,B)
to the 2-skeleton of a cube of A (the image cube may be of lower dimension).
Even if r2 is not combinatorial, on each 2-skeleton of a cube of C(A2, B2)
it is the composition of a projection onto some face together with a combi-
natorial map. This latter combinatorial map extends by Lemma 2.5, and
the extension to the full cube of the projection is straightforward. Again
the property rj = 1A follows by uniqueness. !

Remark 6.8. The hypothesis that the 1-skeleton be simplicial is just a
technicality.

Note that the second cubical subdivision of X always has a simplicial
1-skeleton. Observe also that if X has a simplicial 1-skeleton, then so has
any cover Y ! X.

If X is a compact completable cube complex with residually finite funda-
mental group (e.g. if X is special) then X admits a compact cover X # ! X
whose 1-skeleton is simplicial.

Indeed the universal cover of X embeds in a CAT(0) cube complex.
Hence "X has a simplicial 1-skeleton. On the other hand by the residual
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finiteness assumption the universal cover "X ! X factors through a finite
cover X # ! X in such a way that "X ! X # is injective on the union of
cubes containing a given vertex of "X. This implies in particular that X #1

is simplicial.

7 Separability of Quasiconvex Subgroups

7.1 Word-hyperbolic fundamental groups of special cube com-
plexes. We begin by recalling some standard definitions.
Definition 7.1 (Quasiconvexity). A subset S of a geodesic metric space
X is K-quasiconvex if for every geodesic ( in X whose endpoints lie in S,
the K-neighborhood of S contains (. We say that S is convex if it is
0-quasiconvex.

A group H acting on a geodesic metric space X is quasiconvex if the
orbit Hx is a K-quasiconvex subspace of X for some K > 0 and some
x ) X. If H preserves a convex closed subset C and is cocompact on C we
say that H is convex. Convexity clearly implies quasiconvexity.

We will use the previous notions in the following context: either X is a
CAT(0) cube complex equipped with its CAT(0) metric, or X is the set of
vertices of a cube complex equipped with the combinatorial distance (here
a geodesic is the sequence of vertices of a combinatorial geodesic of the
1-skeleton).

In the first case we say that H is CAT(0) quasiconvex, in the second
that H is combinatorially quasiconvex. It is easily seen that CAT(0) quasi-
convexity does not depend on the choice of x ) X (see [BrH]). Sometimes
we will explicitly write: H is combinatorially (K, v)-quasiconvex.

Let B denote a compact connected cube complex. Fix a basepoint v
and choose a basepoint ṽ in the universal cover B̃ that projects onto v. We
regard !1(B, v) as the deck transformation group of "B, and let its subgroups
act accordingly.

If B is nonpositively curved then according to the previous remarks the
CAT(0) quasiconvexity of a subgroup H " !1(B, v) is equivalent to the
CAT(0) quasiconvexity of the orbit Hṽ and is independent of the choice of
the basepoint v.

We will say that a subgroup H " !1(B, v) is combinatorial (quasi)convex
if it is combinatorial (K, ṽ)-quasiconvex. This is clearly independent of the
choice of ṽ, and Corollary 7.8 explains the independence of the choice of v.

When "X is Gromov-hyperbolic, all these notions of quasiconvexity are
equivalent (see [BrH]).
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In [H1], [SW] it was shown that
Proposition 7.2. Let X be a +-hyperbolic CAT(0)-cube complex, and let
H be a quasiconvex subgroup of a group G acting properly discontinuously
on X. Then for any compact subset U " X and any x ) X, there is a
convex subcomplex Y " X such that Y is invariant under H , U " Y and
Y is contained in a K-neighborhood of Hx.

Consequently, if G is torsion-free, then any compact subspace of H\X
is contained in a locally convex compact core H\Y .

A subgroup H of G is separable if H is the intersection of finite index
subgroups of G.
Theorem 7.3. Let B be a compact connected C-special cube complex
such that B1 is simplicial. If the group !1B is word-hyperbolic, then every
quasiconvex subgroup is separable.

Proof. Given the quasiconvex subgroup H of the hyperbolic group !1B,
we apply Proposition 7.2 to obtain a compact cube complex A and a local
isometry f : A! B such that f% maps !1A isomorphically onto H.

As only fundamental groups are involved we may replace A,B by their
2-skeleta, and f by its restriction. Since B1 is simplicial and f is an
immersion, A1 is simplicial too. Furthermore, f : A! B is a fully special
map of square complexes by Lemma 6.3.

Now we may apply Proposition 6.5. We find a finite cover p : C(A, B)!B,
an injection j : A! C(A,B) and a cellular map r : C(A,B)! A such that
f = pj and rj = 1A.

The map p% identifies ## = !1C(A,B) with a finite index subgroup of
# = !1B. Thus H = f%(!1A) is identified with the subgroup j%(!1A). The
morphism j%r% is then a retraction of ## onto H.

As B is compact and C-special the group # is linear and finitely gen-
erated, hence residually finite. So is the finite index subgroup ##. But any
retract of a residually finite group is a separable subgroup. Indeed, given a
homomorphism , : ## ! ## with image H and satisfying ,(h) = h for any
h ) H, we may write H = f"1({1}) where f : ## ! ## denotes the map
f(g) = g"1,(g). Since f is continuous in the profinite topology, H is closed
and thus separable (see for instance [HsW1] for more details). As ## is of
finite index in # we see that H is also separable in #. !

Corollary 7.4. Let B be a compact cube complex such that !1B is
word-hyperbolic. If B is virtually special then every quasiconvex subgroup
of !1B is separable.
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Proof. By assumption B has a finite cover B# which is C-special. This
cover has a finite cover B## whose 1-skeleton is simplicial (see Remark 6.8).
Observe that B## is still C-special by Corollary 3.8. Applying Theorem 7.3,
we see that every quasiconvex subgroup of !1B## is separable.

Now the corollary follows from the easy assertion of Lemma 7.5. !

Lemma 7.5. Let # be a word-hyperbolic group. Assume that ## " #
is a finite index subgroup such that every quasiconvex subgroup of ## is
separable (in ##). Then every quasiconvex subgroup of # is separable (in #).

Proof. First we may assume that ## is normal in #.
Let H be a quasiconvex subgroup of #. Set H # = H / ##. Then H # is

quasiconvex in ## (see [Sho]).
Let ( ) # %H. We must find a finite index subgroup of # containing

H but not (. If ( is not in the subgroup H## then we are done.
So assume ( = -(# for some - ) H, (# ) ##. Clearly (# .) H #. Thus

there is a finite index subgroup ### " ## containing H #, but not (#.
There are only finitely many conjugates of ### under H, because H # is

of finite index in H and conjugation by an element of H # preserves ###.
Consider the intersection #### of all conjugates -###-"1 (with - ) H).

The subgroup #### is still of finite index, and it still contains H #. Now
the subgroup H.#### cannot contain (#, else (# = -.(### (- ) H, (### ) ####)
thus - ) H # and finally (# ) ####. So this finite index subgroup containing
H cannot contain ( and we are done. !

Combining Theorem 5.5, Theorem 5.7, and Corollary 7.4, we also get
a new proof of the following result which follows by combining the main
results of [Wi7] and [Wi4]:

Corollary 7.6. Let X be a compact thin VH-complex. Then every
quasiconvex subgroup of !1X is separable.

In [HsW2], some positive results were obtained on separability of quasi-
convex subgroups of right-angled Artin groups determined by a graph #
which is a tree. The details are substantially more technical, primarily
because the locally convex core result for quasiconvex subgroups does not
hold.

7.2 Combinatorial quasiconvex subgroups of C-special cube com-
plex groups. In this subsection X denotes a compact connected cube
complex, with a base vertex v0. We set # = !1(X, v0) and let p : "X ! X
denote the universal cover of X. We choose a vertex ṽ0 in "X such that
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p(ṽ0) = v0. We give an alternative proof of Corollary 7.4 in a slightly more
general context.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose X is C-special. Let & : X2 ! COX(#X) denote
some C-typing map, and let ṽ denote some base vertex in "X. Then the

combinatorial embedding & ṽ : "X ! DM(#X) of Lemma 4.3 induces a !1X-

equivariant isometry from "X0 = "X
0

onto a convex subset of DM(#X)0 =
C(#X).

Here "X0 is equipped with the combinatorial distance induced by "X1,
and C(#X) is equipped with the word metric relative to the Coxeter gen-
erating set.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3 the map & ṽ : "X ! DM(#X) is a CAT(0) isometry. So
its image is a CAT(0) convex subcomplex of DM(#X). By Proposition 13.7
we know that the set of vertices of this subcomplex is also combinatorially
convex. !

Corollary 7.8. Let X be a compact connected nonpositively curved
C-special cube complex.

Then combinatorial quasiconvexity is independent of the choice of the
base vertex. It implies CAT(0)-convexity.

A combinatorially quasiconvex subgroup of !1X is virtually the funda-
mental group of a compact C-special cube complex.

Proof. Let H1 " !1(X, v1) be a combinatorial-quasiconvex subgroup.
Choose some other vertex v2 and a combinatorial path ' joining v1 to v2.
Let L denote the length of '. We get an isomorphism '! : !1(X, v1)!!1(X, v2)
and we must show that H2 = '%(H1) is a combinatorial-quasiconvex sub-
group.

Fix a preimage ṽ1, let '̃ denote the lift of ' with origin ṽ1, and set
ṽ2 = &('̃). The orbit H2.ṽ2 is the set of endpoints of those lifts of '
emanating from a vertex of H1.ṽ1.

Fix a combinatorial geodesic '̃2 between two vertices of H2.ṽ2. Join the
endpoints of '̃2 to H1.ṽ1 by lifts '̃", '̃+: thus we get a path '̃1 = '̃"'̃2'̃+

between two vertices of H1.ṽ1.
Embed isometrically all this situation in DM(#X)1 by & ṽ1 . In [H1,

Lem. 5.1.3] it was shown that there is a geodesic (̃1 of DM(#X)1 with the
same endpoints as & ṽ1('̃1), and at distance $ 2L of & ṽ1('̃2).

By Lemma 7.7 the image of & ṽ1 is combinatorially convex. Thus we
have a geodesic '̃#

1 in "X, such that &̃1('̃#
1) = (̃1, and still '̃#

1 is at distance
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$ 2L of '̃2. By R-combinatorial quasiconvexity of H1.ṽ1 the path '̃#
1 is at

distance $ R of H1.ṽ1, hence the path '̃2 is at distance $ R + 3L of H2.ṽ2.
In the concluding remarks on quasiconvexity in [H1], it was also proven

that any combinatorial-quasiconvex subset E " DM(#X)0 is contained in a
CAT(0)-convex subcomplex C " DM(#X) such that E is at finite Hausdor!
distance of C and any w ) C(#X) preserving E also preserves C. Taking
preimage under the equivariant embedding & ṽ (which is simultaneously a
CAT(0)-isometry and a combinatorial isometry), one easily deduces that
a combinatorial-quasiconvex subgroup H of !1(X, ṽ) is cocompact on a
CAT(0)-convex subcomplex Ỹ of "X, hence is CAT(0)-(quasi)convex.

The compact cube complex Y = H\Ỹ has !1Y = H. The map Y ! X
is a local isometry. Hence Y is C-special by Lemma 3.7. !

Corollary 7.9. Let X be a compact connected virtually special cube
complex. Then every combinatorial-quasiconvex subgroup of !1(X) is sep-
arable in !1(X).

Proof. By Lemma 7.5 it su"ces to prove the corollary when X is a compact
connected C-special cube complex.

By Lemma 7.7 the map & ṽ : "X
1
! DM(#X)1 is a combinatorial isometry

with convex image. Hence a combinatorially quasiconvex subgroup H of
!1(X, v) is mapped in C(#X) by &% onto a combinatorially quasiconvex
subgroup. By [H1, Th. 2] we know that &%(H) is separable in C(#X), and
consequently separable in &%(!1(X)). !

Remark 7.10. Note that in Corollary 7.9 we did not assume the word-
hyperbolicity of !1(X).

The separability result of [H1] that we need in its proof relies on a
convex hull lemma in right-angled Coxeter groups, a variation on the theme
of Proposition 7.2.

Remark 7.11. In Lemma 7.7 we have seen that the image of the universal
cover of a C-special cube complex inside the Davis–Moussong complex of
the associated right-angled Coxeter group has a combinatorially convex set
of vertices. The same is true when we lift any A-typing from a A-special
cube complex X to its Artin complex ART(#X).

To see this, note first that the following analogue of Lemma 4.3 holds: if
B is a compact nonpositively curved A-special complex then any A-typing
map & : B2 ! ART(#B) extends to a local isometry & : B ! ART(#B),
and the lifts "& : "B ! !ART(#B) are CAT(0)-isometries onto CAT(0)-convex
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subcomplexes. But any CAT(0)-convex subcomplex of a CAT(0) cube com-
plex has a combinatorially convex set of vertices (see Proposition 13.7 in
Appendix B, §13).

8 Enough Separable Subgroups Implies Special

In this section we prove a converse to Corollary 7.4.
The significance of separability is contained in the following well-known

lemma (see for instance [Wi7]). As first observed by Scott, it is a geometric
characterization of separability.

Lemma 8.1. Let !X ! X be a based connected covering space of a
connected complex X. Suppose !1

!X is a separable subgroup of !1X. Then
for each compact subspace D " !X , there is a finite intermediate covering
space X̄ satisfying !X ! X̄ ! X so that D embeds in X̄.

Lemma 8.2 (Regular neighborhood). Let X be a cube complex. For
each hyperplane Y ! X there is a cube complex N and a cellular I-bundle
map p : N ! Y , together with a combinatorial map j : N ! X with the
following property:

The preimage under p of any k-cube Q of Y is a (k + 1)-cube of N
mapped by j onto the unique (k +1)-cube of X containing the midcube Q.

Such a triple (N, p, j) will be called a (closed) regular neighborhood of
the hyperplane Y ! X. It is unique up to isomorphism.

Proof. For each k-cube Q of Y there is a combinatorial map Ik+1 ! X
whose image is the unique (k + 1)-cube of X containing Q. Thus there is
a combinatorial map $Q : Q( I ! X sending Q( {0} to Q. When Q1 is
a face of Q2 there is a map $Q1Q2 : Q1 ( I ! Q2 ( I mapping (m, t) to
(m, .12t) (with .12 = ±1) such that $Q2 ' $Q1Q2 = $Q1 .

We may glue together all the Q(I using the maps $Q1Q2. This provides
the cube complex N , on which the maps p and j are obviously defined, and
satisfy the desired properties.

Assume (N #, p#, j#) is another closed regular neighborhood of Y ! X.
Consider a k-cube Q# of N # on which p# is not injective. Then p#(Q#) is a
(k%1)-cube of Y . Let Q1 denote the only k-cube of X with the same center
as p#(Q#): the cube Q1 appears in the previous construction of N . There
is a unique isomorphism $Q! : Q# ! Q1 such that p ' $Q! = p#, j ' $Q! = j#

on Q#. When Q## is a face of Q# on which p# is not injective either, then
$Q! restricts to $Q!! . For each cube C # of N # we have C # " p#"1(p#(C #))
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and Q# = p#"1(p#(C #)) is one of the cubes of N # on which p# is not injective.
Thus N # is covered by all such cubes, and the maps $Q! are the restrictions
of a combinatorial map $ : N # ! N such that p'$ = p#, j'$ = j#. Similarly
there is a combinatorial map N ! N # and it is the inverse of $. !

Remark 8.3. (1) Note that Y is 2-sided if and only if N is isomorphic
to Y ( I. In any case N is locally isomorphic to Y ( I. In particular
N is nonpositively curved if X is nonpositively curved (see the end of
Remark 2.10).

(2) Given a vertex v in N there is one and only one edge containing v
and shrunk by p to a vertex of Y . The map p is injective on all other edges.
The set of edges of N mapped by p onto vertices of Y consists of a wall
of N . Note that this wall does not self-intersect or self-osculate in N . The
corresponding hyperplane is identified by p with Y , so from now on we will
consider Y to be contained in N .

The interior of NY is the union of open cubes containing an edge meet-
ing Y . The boundary of NY (denoted by #NY ) is the union of cubes disjoint
from Y .

(3) Assume that X # ! X is a covering of cube complexes and Y # ! X #

is some hyperplane projecting to some hyperplane Y ! X. Let N ! X,
N # ! X # denote regular neighborhoods of Y, Y #. Then there is a covering
map N # ! N such that N # ! N ! X = N # ! X # ! X.

(4) If "X is a CAT(0) cube complex, then N( "H) 1 "H ( I " "X is the
smallest subcomplex containing "H.

The various kinds of cleanliness may be interpreted using regular neigh-
borhoods.
Lemma 8.4. Let Y denote a hyperplane of a cube complex X, and let
NY ! X denote its regular neighborhood.

(1) Y is clean whenever NY ! X is an embedding on the interior of NY

and on each component of its boundary.
(2) Y is fully clean whenever NY ! X is an embedding.
(3) Y is fully clean and 2-sided if and only if NY ! X is an isomorphism

onto a subcomplex isomorphic to Y ( I (under an isomorphism com-
muting with p : N ! H and the projection H ( I ! H).

Proof. A self-intersection of Y is equivalent to the non-injectivity of NY ! X
in the interior of NY .

A direct self-osculation of Y is equivalent to the non-injectivity of NY!X
on one connected component of #NY .
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A self-osculation of Y is equivalent to the non-injectivity of NY ! X
on #NY . !

Definition 8.5. Let X be a nonpositively curved cube complex. Let
H denote a hyperplane of X. The self-interaction radius of H is the min-
imal combinatorial distance rH in the universal cover "X between regular
neighborhoods N( "H1), N( "H2), where "H1 and "H2 are distinct hyperplanes
projecting to H.

Remark 8.6. 1. A hyperplane H has rH = 0 if and only if it is self-
intersecting or self-osculating.

2. If X # ! X is a covering and if H # is a hyperplane of X # mapping to
a hyperplane H of X, then rH! # rH .

3. Let j : N ! X be the regular neighborhood of H. The self-
interaction radius of H is the infimum of the integers r # 0 such that
there exists a length r combinatorial path g in X, such that the endpoints
of g are in j(N), but g is not path-homotopic to j(') for any path ' in N .

Definition 8.7 (Hyperplane subgroup). Let X be a simple cube complex.
Let %!a denote an oriented edge of X with origin v, and let Ha denote the
hyperplane dual to a. Lift the edge %!a to the regular neighborhood N(Ha)
and let va be the origin of the lift. This basepoint maps to v in X under
ja : N(Ha) ! X. The hyperplane subgroup at (v;%!a ) is the image of
!1(Ha, va) under (ja)%. We will denote it by Kv;"&a .

Given some hyperplane H of a cube complex X we will say that !1H
is a separable subgroup of !1X if there is a vertex v, an oriented edge %!a
with origin v and a dual to H such that the hyperplane subgroup Kv;"&a is
a separable subgroup of !1(X, v). This is independent of the choices of v
and %!a .

Lemma 8.8. Let X be a compact, connected, nonpositively curved cube
complex. Let H be a hyperplane of X, and suppose that !1(H) is a sepa-
rable subgroup.

For each n # 0, there exist a finite cover X # ! X such that rH! > n for
any hyperplane H # of X # projecting to H.

Proof. Using the monotonicity of the self-interaction radius (Remark 8.6.2)
and by taking a regular finite covering if necessary, we see that it is enough
to prove a weaker statement: there exists a finite cover X # ! X and a
hyperplane H # of X # projecting to H such that rH! > n.

Fix an edge a dual to H and choose a base vertex x in a. We let
# = !1(X,x) act as the automorphism group of the universal cover "X ! X.
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We also choose a vertex x̃ projecting onto x and denote by "H the hyperplane
of "X through the lift ã of a at x̃. The stabilizer $ of N( "H) in # is !1(H,x).

Consider the set B = B( "H,#) = {( ) !1(X,x) % $ such that
d(N( "H), (N( "H)) $ n}. Then rH > n +, B = 2.

Clearly B is invariant under left and right multiplication by elements
of $. Observe that $ is cocompact on N( "H), and hence on the ball
/n(N( "H)). Thus there are finitely many elements b1, . . . , bm ) !1(X,x)%$
such that B is the disjoint union of the double cosets $bi$.

By assumption $ is separable, and so there is a finite index subgroup
## " # such that $ " ## and ## / {b1, . . . , bm} = 2.

Consider the based covering (X #, x#)! (X,x) corresponding to ##. Let
H # denote the hyperplane of X # dual to the edge a#, where

%!
a# is the lift

of %!a at x#. We are done if we show that B# = B( "H,##) = 2. But
B( "H,##) " B / ## and B / ## = 2. !

Corollary 8.9. Let X be a compact connected nonpositively curved
cube complex such that !1Y is a separable subgroup of !1X for each hyper-
plane Y of X. Then there is a finite connected cover X̄ ! X such that:

(1) Each hyperplane of X̄ embeds;
(2) No hyperplane of X̄ self-osculates.

Proof. By Lemma 8.8, for each hyperplane Y of X there is a finite cover
XY!X in which all hyperplanes mapping to Y have positive self-interaction
radius. Thus all hyperplanes mapping to Y are embedded and do not self-
osculate.

Let X # ! X denote a finite cover factoring through each XY ! X.
Then any hyperplane Y # of X # maps to some hyperplane Y in X, hence to
some hyperplane Ȳ in XY . So Y # does not self-intersect or self-osculate,
for such a pathology would project to the same pathology for Ȳ " XY (see
the proof of Lemma 3.7). !

Lemma 8.10. Let Z be a nonpositively curved cube complex. Let Y1, Y2

be intersecting hyperplanes of Z such that each Yi is fully clean.
If the intersection N1/N2 of the regular neighborhoods of Y1, Y2 is con-

nected, then Y1, Y2 do not osculate. More generally Y1, Y2 do not osculate
at any vertex of the connected component in N1/N2 of a square of Y1/Y2.

Proof. Let v be a vertex of Z and let %!e1 ,%!e2 be oriented edges of Z that
originate at v, and are dual to Y1 and Y2. Under our assumptions the
regular neighborhoods N1, N2 embed (see Lemma 8.4).
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Let Q# be a square of Z such that Y1, Y2 intersect in Q#. Then Q# "
N1/N2. Assume v and Q# are in the same connected component of N1/N2.
We must show that there is a square of Z containing e1, e2.

By assumption there is a combinatorial path in N1 / N2 whose initial
point is in Q# and whose endpoint is v: we consider a shortest such path,
and assume its length is > 0. Then the first edge e# of this path is outside
Q# (by minimality), but it is still in N1 / N2. Hence for k = 1 and k = 2
there is a square Qk containing e# and an edge parallel to ek. Since Yk

embeds and does not self-osculate, Qk contains the edge of Q# dual to Yk

and containing the origin of e#. Since Z is nonpositively curved there is a
3-cube Q## in X containing e# and Q#. Note that Q## " N1/N2. The square
in Q## opposite to Q# is still a square of intersection of Y1 and Y2 contained
in N1 /N2, and it is nearer to v. In this way, we have found a shorter path
from an intersection square to v. If we proceed in this way, we see that
there is a square of N1 /N2 containing v. But this square has to contain
e1, e2. Again, this is because Y1, Y2 embed and do not self-osculate. !

Lemma 8.11. Let X denote a connected compact nonpositively curved

cube complex. Let %!a ,
%!
b denote oriented edges of X with the same origin x,

adjacent in link(x,X). Assume that !1(X,x) is Gromov-hyperbolic and
that the hyperplane subgroups Kx;"&a ,K

x;
"&
b

are separable.

Then there is a finite connected based covering (X #, x#) ! (X,x) with
the following properties:

(1) The subgroup A = 3K
x!;

"&
a! ,Kx!;

"&
b!
4 is quasiconvex.

(2) In the based covering (X̄, x̄)! (X #, x#) corresponding to the subgroup
A " !1(X #, x#) the hyperplanes dual to ā, b̄ do not inter-osculate.

Here we denote by
%!
a# the lift of %!a at the base point x#, and we define

similarly
%!
b# ,
%!̄
a ,
%!̄
b .

Proof. We will use definitions and results of Appendix B, §13.
Let ( "X, x̃) ! (X,x) denote the universal cover. Let + be an integer

hyperbolicity constant. Note that X is compact so dim( "X) = dim(X) <5.
(See Definition 13.12.)

By Lemma 8.8, there is a finite cover X1 ! X in which each hyperplane
H1 projecting to H(a) satisfies r(H1) > 2+ dim(X). Similarly there is
a finite cover X2 ! X in which each hyperplane H2 projecting to H(b)
satisfies r(H2) > 2+ dim(X). Thus there is a finite cover X # ! X such that
r(H #) > 2+ dim(X) for any hyperplane H # of X # mapping to H(a) or H(b).
In particular each such hyperplane is fully clean.
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Let x# denote the image in X # of x̃. Let
%!
a# ,
%!
b# denote the lifts of %!a ,

%!
b

at x#. We first prove that A = 3K
x!;

"&
a! ,Kx!;

"&
b!
4 is quasiconvex.

This amounts to showing that the orbit A.x̃ is combinatorially quasi-
convex.

Let Na, Nb denote the regular neighborhoods in "X of the hyperplanes
H(ã),H(b̃). We observe that A.x̃ is contained in and quasi-isometric to
the union T of all translates 0

(
Na 6 Nb

)
(with 0 ) A). This is because

K
x!;

"&
a! is cocompact on Na and K

x!;
"&
b!

is cocompact on Nb. Note that T is
connected.

The subcomplex T is a union of convex subcomplexes, such that two
of these subcomplexes either are far away or intersect orthogonally. The
quasi-convexity of T is a kind of combinatorial analogue of the following
well-known fact: a piecewise geodesic of H2 whose geodesic subsegments
are long enough and whose angles are # !/2 is a quasi-geodesic.

For 0 ) A, we will compare the combinatorial distance dT (x̃,0.x̃) in T
with the combinatorial distance d(x̃,0x̃) in "X . By the triangle inequality
we have d(x̃,0x̃) $ dT (x̃,0x̃).

Any nontrivial element 0 ) A may be expressed as g1 . . . gn with gk )
K

x!;
"&
a! 6 K

x!;
"&
b!

and n minimal. In particular, gk .) K
x!;

"&
a! / K

x!;
"&
b!

(for
1 < k $ n). We assume g1 ) K

x!;
"&
a! (the case g1 ) K

x!;
"&
b!

is similar).
We define a sequence of CAT(0) convex subcomplexes (Ck)0'k'n by

C2i = (g1 . . . g2i)Na and C2i+1 = (g1 . . . g2i+1)Nb. Now we introduce a
sequence of vertices q1 = %C1(x̃), q2 = %C2(q1), . . . , qn = %Cn(qn"1).

Using Lemma 13.11 and Corollary 13.16 we note the following:

1. x̃ ) C0, 0x̃ ) Cn;
2. For 1 $ k $ n we have qk ) Ck"1 / Ck;
3. For 1 $ k $ n% 1 the + neighborhoods of V (Ck"1) and V (Ck+1) are

separated by some hyperplane Hk.
Using Lemma 13.17 we see by induction that for all 1 $ k $ n we

have d(qk,%Ck(x̃)) $ +, and also d(x̃, qk) # d(x̃, q1)+(d(q1, q2)%2+)+ · · ·+
(d(qk"1, qk)%2+). Note that d(qi"1, qi) # d(Ci"2, Ci) # 1+2+. So each term
d(qi"1, qi) % 2+ is at least 1

1+2#d(qi"1, qi). Now d(x̃,0x̃) = d(x̃,%Cn(x̃)) +
d(%Cn(x̃),0x̃) # d(x̃, qn)+ d(qn,0x̃)% 2+ # d(x̃, q1)+ 1

1+2# (d(q1, q2)+ · · ·+
d(qn"1, qn))+ d(qn,0x̃)% 2+ # 1

1+2# (d(x̃, q1)+ d(q1, q2)+ · · ·+ d(qn"1, qn)+
d(qn,0x̃))% 2+.

The expression d(x̃, q1) + d(q1, q2) + · · · + d(qn"1, qn) + d(qn,0x̃) is the
length of a path in T joining x̃ to 0x̃ (this path is the product of paths in
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C0, . . . , Cn). So we get quasiconvexity because

d(x̃,0x̃) # 1
1 + 2+

dT (x,0x̃)% 2+ .

We now turn to the second assertion of the lemma. We shall prove
that in the based covering (X̄, x̄)! (X #, x#) corresponding to the subgroup
A " !1(X #, x#), the intersection N(H(ā)) / N(H(b̄)) is connected. Thus
H(ā) and H(b̄) do not osculate by Lemma 8.10.

Let ȳ denote some vertex in N(H(ā))/N(H(b̄)). Let ỹa, ỹb denote lifts
of ȳ in Na, Nb. There is an element 0 ) A such that 0ỹa = ỹb. Using
Lemma 8.12 below we see that 0 = g1g2 with g1 ) K

x!,
"&
b!

and g2 ) K
x!,

"&
a! .

The vertex ỹ = g2ỹa = g1
"1ỹb is in Na /Nb. Now any path in the CAT(0)

convex subcomplex Na / Nb joining x̃ to ỹ projects in X̄ to a path of
N(H(ā)) /N(H(b̄)) joining x̄ to ȳ.

The proof is now completed by the following Lemma: !

Lemma 8.12. Let 0 be an element in A%
(
K

x!,
"&
b!

K
x!,

"&
a!

)
. Then 0Na/Nb=2.

Proof. Let 0 ) A. We write 0 = g1 . . . gn with gk ) K
x!;

"&
a! 6K

x!;
"&
b!

and n

minimal.
We first assume g1 ) K

x!;
"&
a! and 0 .) K

x!;
"&
a! , i.e. n > 1. Under this

assumption we prove that 0Na /Nb = 2.
Let 1 = n if n is even and 1 = n + 1 otherwise.
We define a sequence of CAT(0) convex subcomplexes (Ck)"1'k'$ by

C"1 = Nb, Ck = (g1 . . . gk)Na if k is even, and Ck = (g1 . . . gk)Nb if
0 < k $ n is odd. Finally when n is odd we set C$ = 0Na. Now we intro-
duce a sequence of vertices q0 = %C0(ỹ), q1 = %C1(q0), . . . , q$ = %C! (q$"1).

Using Lemma 13.11 and Corollary 13.16 we note the following:
1. ỹ ) C"1, q$ ) 0Na;
2. For 0 $ k $ 1 we have qk ) Ck"1 / Ck;
3. For 0 $ k $ 1 % 1 the + neighborhoods of V (Ck"1) and V (Ck+1) are

separated by some hyperplane Hk.
Now let pk denote the combinatorial projection of ỹ onto Ck (k =

0, . . . , 1). We have p0 = q0. By Lemma 13.17 we have d(p1, q1) $ +.
Applying Lemma 13.17 another 1 % 1 times we find that

d(ỹ, p$) > d(ỹ, p$"1) > · · · > d(ỹ, p1) .
In particular d(ỹ,0Na) > 0, which concludes the proof.

Assume now that g1 ) K
x!,

"&
b!

and 0 .) K
x!,

"&
b!

K
x!,

"&
a! . Then 0 = g10# with

0# .) K
x!,

"&
a! . The decomposition 0# = g2. . . . .gn is of minimal length, for oth-

erwise there would exist a shorter decomposition for 0. And g2 ) K
x!,

"&
a! by
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minimality. We may thus apply the first part of the argument: 0#Na/Nb = 2.
If we multiply this relation on the left by g1 we are done. !

Theorem 8.13. Let X be a compact connected nonpositively curved
cube complex whose fundamental group is Gromov-hyperbolic. If each
quasiconvex subgroup of !1X is separable then X is virtually special.

Proof. Applying Corollary 8.9 we may assume that X is (fully) clean.
Let %!a1,

%!a2 denote a pair of oriented edges with common origin v such
that %!a1,

%!a2 are adjacent in link(v,X). Let Y1, Y2 denote the hyperplanes
dual to a1, a2. We prove that there is a finite based cover (X ##, x##)! (X,x)
such that the hyperplanes Y ##

1 , Y ##
2 dual to a##1, a

##
2 do not osculate in X ##.

By Lemma 8.11 there is a finite cover X # ! X such that the subgroup
A = 3K

x!;
"&
a! ,Kx!;

"&
b!
4 is quasiconvex, and the hyperplanes dual to ā and b̄,

do not inter-osculate in the based covering (X̄, x̄)! (X #, x#) corresponding
to A.

Consider the quasiconvex subcomplex T =6%$A[0.(N(H(ã))6N(H(b̃))]
" "X. Then A is cocompact on T . Let T̄ denote the image of T inside X̄ =
"X/A. Then T̄ is a compact subcomplex, and in fact T̄=N(H(ā))6N(H(b̄)).

By the separability of A and Lemma 8.1 there is a finite cover X ## ! X #

in which T̄ ! X # lifts to an embedding.
We know that H(ā),H(b̄) do not osculate in X̄. So the injectivity on T̄

of the covering X̄ ! X ## shows that H(a##),H(b##) do not osculate in X ##.
By replacing X ## ! X by a finite regular cover of X we may even assume

that no two hyperplanes Y ##
1 , Y ##

2 of X ## mapping onto Y1, Y2 inter-osculate.
Let X̂ ! X denote a finite cover factoring through the various covers

X ## ! X (as v,%!a1,
%!a2 vary). By Lemma 3.7, X̂ is clean since X is.

We now show that no two hyperplanes of X̂ inter-osculate. Indeed, let
Ŷ1, Ŷ2 denote two intersecting hyperplanes. Let

%!
â1,
%!
â2 denote oriented edges

with common origin v̂ such that Ĥi is dual to âi and
%!
â1,
%!
â2 are adjacent

in link(v̂, X̂). Indeed, when we project this situation to X, we obtain
intersecting hyperplanes Y1, Y2 of X. Consider the corresponding covering
X ## and since !X factors through X ##, we may project Ŷ1, Ŷ2 to Y ##

1 , Y ##
2 in X ##.

By construction of X ## above, Y ##
1 and Y ##

2 do not inter-osculate. As in the
proof of Lemma 3.7.(5) this implies that Ŷ1, Ŷ2 do not interosculate.

Finally X̂ is (fully) special. !

Combining Theorem 8.13 with Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 3.10 we
have
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Corollary 8.14. Let X be a nonpositively curved compact connected
cube complex whose fundamental group is Gromov-hyperbolic. If each
quasiconvex subgroups is separable, then !1(X) is linear.

9 A Characterization Using Double Cosets

In this section we give another characterization of being virtually special
using the separability of certain single and double cosets.

9.1 Separability of hyperplane subgroups and hyperplane dou-
ble cosets.
Definition 9.1 (Separable subsets). The profinite topology on a group
G is the topology generated by the basis consisting of cosets of finite index
subgroups of G. It is easily verified that G is Hausdor! if and only if
G is residually finite, which holds precisely if singletons are closed in the
profinite topology. A separable subgroup H of G is a subgroup that is closed
in the profinite topology. More generally, a subset of G is separable if it is
closed in the profinite topology on G. We will be particularly interested in
separable double cosets H1gH2.

Lemma 9.2. Let G be a residually finite group, and let , : G! G denote
some retraction morphism, that is , is an endomorphism satisfying ,2 = ,.
Then ,(G) is a separable subgroup.

Proof. We denote by N the kernel of ,. Now we consider the map f :
G ! N sending g to ,(g)"1g. This map is continuous in the profinite
topology. Furthermore N is residually finite as a subgroup of G. Hence N
is Hausdor!.

Now we see that f(g) = 1 if and only if g ) ,(G). So ,(G) = f"1({1}) is
closed because it is the preimage of a closed subset by a continous map. !

Lemma 9.3. Let G be a residually finite group, and let K be a closed
subgroup, and let , : G ! G be a retraction such that ,(K) " K. Let
H = ,(G). Then HK is a closed subset of G. In particular H = ,(G) is
separable.

The proof closely follows a criterion for recognizing closed double cosets
given by Niblo and we refer to [N] for further details.
Proof. Since K is closed, the group D = G 7K=K̄ Ḡ obtained by amalga-
mating two copies of G along the copies of the subgroup K is residually
finite and hence Hausdor!.
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Since ,(K) " K, the retractions , : G ! G and ,̄ : Ḡ ! Ḡ, induce a
retraction D ! D. By Lemma 9.2, the subgroup generated by H and H̄ is
a closed subgroup of D.

Consider the map f : G ! D given by f(g) = g"1ḡ. It is a continuous
map since it is the product of two continuous maps. Therefore the preimage
of 3H, H̄4 is a closed subset of G.

But as shown in [N], this preimage is precisely the double coset KH
of G. Thus both it, and its inverse HK is closed. !

Corollary 9.4. Let G be a right-angled Artin or Coxeter group, and let
H and K be subgroups of G generated by subsets of the standard generators
of G. Then the double coset HK is closed in G.

Proof. For each subgroup H generated by a subset of the standard gen-
erators of G, we let , : G ! G be the retraction induced by fixing the
generators of H, and sending the other generators to 1G. Thus each such
subgroup is closed by Lemma 9.2. Moreover, if K is another such subgroup,
then clearly ,(K) " K. Consequently HK is separable by Lemma 9.3. !

Before stating the double coset characterization, we describe precisely
the double cosets we are interested in.
Definition 9.5 (Hyperplane double cosets). Let X be a simple cube
complex. Let %!a be an oriented edge of X with origin v. The hyperplane
subgroup at (v;%!a ), denoted by Kv;"&a , was introduced in Definition 8.7.

Let
%!
b be another oriented edge with the same origin v, which is adjacent

to %!a in link(v,X) by the corner of a square q. We call Kv;"&a K
v;
"&
b

the

hyperplane double coset at (v;%!a ,
%!
b ).

In this section we will rather use the notation Ha instead of H(a).

Lemma 9.6. Let X denote a nonpositively curved virtually special cube
complex. Let %!a be an oriented edge of X with origin v.

Then there exists a fully clean based finite cover (X #, v#) ! (X, v) on
which is defined a cellular retraction map r : X #!N(Ha!).

If
%!
b is a second edge with origin v, such that %!a ,

%!
b are adjacent in

link(v,X) then r(N(Hb!)) " N(Hb!), and the neighborhoods N(Ha!) and

N(Hb!) have connected intersection. (Here %!a #,
%!
b # denote the lifts of %!a ,

%!
b

at v#.)

Proof. First choose a finite based cover (X̄, v̄)! (X, v) such that X̄ is fully
special, and has a simplicial 1-skeleton (see Remark 6.8). Denote by %!̄a ,

%!̄
b

the lifts of %!a ,
%!
b at v̄.
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The neighborhood N(Hā) embeds in X̄ by a local isometry. Applying
Corollary 6.7, there is a finite based cover (X #, v#)! (X̄, v̄), an isomorphism
j : N(Hā)! N(Ha!) and a cellular retraction map r : X # ! N(Ha!).

To conclude let us prove that r(N(Hb!)) = N(Hb!) / N(Ha!). The
inclusion r(N(Hb!)) 8 N(Hb!)/N(Ha!) follows because r is a retraction on
N(Ha!).

To prove the reverse inclusion note that b# ) N(Ha!), so that by the
construction in Proposition 6.5, each edge of X parallel to b# is sent by r
to an edge of N(Ha!) parallel to b#.

Finally, let q denote a k-cube of N(Hb!). There is a k#-cube q# of N(Hb!)
containing q and an edge parallel to b#. The image of q# under r is an *-
cube (for * = 1, 2, . . . or k#) of N(Ha!) containing an edge parallel to b#. So
r(q) " r(q#) is inside N(Ha!) /N(Hb!).

The connectedness of N(Hb!)/N(Ha!) follows because N(Hb!)/N(Ha!)
= r(N(Hb!)) and N(Hb!) is connected. !

Proposition 9.7. In the fundamental group of a compact connected non-
positively curved virtually special cube complex, each hyperplane subgroup
and each hyperplane double coset is separable.

Proof. Fix a vertex v and an oriented edge %!a containing v.
By Lemma 9.6, there is a finite fully clean based cover p : (X #, v#) !

(X, v) and a cellular retraction r : X # ! N(Ha!).
Let , : !1(X #, v#) ! !1(X #, v#) denote the retraction induced by r.

Clearly ,(!1(X #, v#)) = K
v!,

"&
a! , so by Lemma 9.2 the retract K

v!,
"&
a! is closed

in the residually finite !1(X #, v#). Note that !1(X #, v#) is closed in !1(X, v),
hence K

v!,
"&
a! is closed in !1(X, v).

Observe that K
v!,

"&
a! = Kv,"&a / !1(X #, v#) so K

v!,
"&
a! has finite index in

Kv,"&a . Choose a finite set {g1, . . . , gn} of representatives of Kv,"&a /K
v!,

"&
a! .

Thus Kv,"&a = 6i=n
i=1giKv!,

"&
a! . This implies that Kv,"&a is closed as a finite

union of closed sets.
So at this stage we have proved that any hyperplane subgroup of the

fundamental group of any special cube complex is closed.
If
%!
b is another oriented edge with origin v and %!a ,

%!
b are adjacent in

link(v,X), let
%!
b # denote the lift at v#. By the first step we have K

v!,
"&
b!

is
closed in !1(X #, v#). By Lemma 9.6, we have ,(K

v!,
"&
b!

) " K
v!,

"&
b!

. Lemma 9.3
then shows that the double coset K

v!,
"&
a!Kv!,

"&
b!

is closed in !1(X #, v#).
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Now K
v!,

"&
b!

has finite index in K
v,
"&
b
, so there are elements {h1, . . . , hm}

such that K
v,
"&
b

= 6j=n
j=1K

v!,
"&
b!

hj . We therefore have

Kv,"&a K
v,
"&
b

=
*

i,j

giKv!,
"&
a! Kv!,

"&
b!

hj .

Each map g -! gighj is a homeomorphism of !1(X, v). Thus Kv,"&a K
v,
"&
b

is
closed as a finite union of closed subsets. !

In order to establish the converse of the previous proposition, we work
in the universal cover.

9.2 Clean and special actions on a CAT(0) cube complex.
Definition 9.8. G acts cleanly on the CAT(0) cube complex "X if for each
hyperplane Y with regular neighborhood N = Y ( I " "X and boundary
components Y + = Y ({+1} and Y " = Y ({%1} we have, for every g ) G,

(1) if gY / Y .= 2 then gY = Y ;
(2) if gY + / Y + .= 2 or gY " / Y " .= 2 then gY = Y .

Lemma 9.9. Let X denote a non-positively curved cube complex, and
let G denote its fundamental group acting by deck transformations on the
universal covering space "X.

Then X is clean if and only if G acts cleanly.

Proof. Assume G acts not cleanly. Let "Y denote some hyperplane with
neighbourhood N and let g ) G be some element such that g"Y .= "Y and
either g"Y / "Y .= 2 or g"Y ± / "Y ± .= 2. The wall corresponding to "Y projects
to a wall of X, and we denote by Y the corresponding hyperplane of X.

If g"Y / "Y .= 2 then Y has a self-intersection. And if (for example)
g"Y + / "Y + .= 2 then Y has a direct self-osculation.

Conversely assume that a hyperplane Y of X is not clean, in the sense
that it self-intersects or directly self-osculates. Choose a hyperplane "Y
of "X projecting onto Y . There is a vertex v and two distinct oriented
edges %!a ,

%!
b dual to Y such that v is the initial point of %!a ,

%!
b and either

&%a ,
%!
b are consecutive in a square (self-intersection), or %!a *

%!
b (direct self-

osculation). Consider a sequence of edges %!a 1 * · · · * %!a n such that two
consecutive edges are elementary parallel, %!a 1 = %!a and an = b (and even
%!a n =

%!
b in the case of direct self-osculation). Lift this sequence to "X such

that the first edge
%!
"a is dual to "Y . Then the last edge "b is still dual to "Y .

The edges "a,"b project to a, b. Denote by
%!
"b# the lift of

%!
b at the initial point

"v of
%!
"a . There is an element g ) G sending "b onto "b#. Note that "a .= "b#,
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thus "a . * "b# because these distinct edges share a vertex and "X is CAT(0)
hence clean. We deduce that "b . * "b#, so that g"Y .= "Y .

If &%a ,
%!
b are consecutive in a square then by lifting we see that

&%
"a ,
%!
"b#

are also consecutive in a square. The center of this square is in "Y / g"Y .

If %!a *
%!
b then

%!
"a *
%!
"b . Hence v is in "Y + / g"Y +, where Y + denotes the

component of #N"Y through v. !

Remark 9.10. Define a group action of G on "X to be fully clean whenever
for each g ) G and each hyperplane "Y of "X with regular neighbourhood N ,
we have gN / N .= 2 , g"Y = "Y . Then X is fully clean if and only if the
action of its fundamental group on the universal cover is fully clean. The
proof is similar as the proof of Lemma 9.9.

Definition 9.11. G acts nicely on the CAT(0) cube complex "X if the
following holds for each two intersecting hyperplanes Y and W with regular
neighborhoods NY and NW : For each g ) G, if gNY / NW .= 2 then gY
intersects W .

G acts specially on the CAT(0) cube complex "X if it acts cleanly and
nicely.

Lemma 9.12. Let X denote a non-positively curved cube complex, and
let G denote its fundamental group acting by deck transformations on the
universal covering space "X.

Then X is special if and only if G acts specially.

Proof. Assume that G acts cleanly and nicely. By Lemma 9.9 we know
that X is clean. Let us prove that it is in fact special. So consider two
intersecting hyperplanes Y,W . Assume that there are distinct oriented
edges %!a ,

%!
b dual to Y,W with the same initial point v. Let %!a 0,

%!
b 0 denote

two oriented edges with the same initial point v0, such that &%a 0,
%!
b 0 are

consecutive in a square, and a0 * a, b0 * b. Lift the vertex v0 to a vertex "v0

of "X, then lift %!a 0,
%!
b 0 at "v0. Lift a parallelism from a0 to a, let "a denote

the last edge (projecting onto a). Similarly lift a parallelism from b0 to

b, let "b denote the last edge (projecting onto b). Since
%!
"a ,
%!
"b project to

oriented edges with the same origin v there is an element g ) G such that

g
%!
"b has the same origin as

%!
"a . Thus gN'W /N"Y .= 2 (here 'W denotes the

hyperplane dual to "b and "Y denotes the hyperplane dual to "a). Since G acts
nicely we know that g'W intersects "Y . Thus there is a square containing
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"a6g"b (X is CAT(0) hence special). Projecting this square in X shows that
there is no interosculation of Y,W at (v;%!a ,

%!
b ).

Conversely assume that X is special. By Lemma 9.9 we know that G
acts cleanly. Consider two intersecting hyperplanes "Y and 'W of "X and an
element g ) G such that gN"Y /N'W .= 2. Pick a vertex "v in gN"Y /N'W . Then

"v is the origin of oriented edges
%!
"a , g
%!
"b with

%!
"a ,
%!
"b dual to "Y , 'W . Note that

%!
"a .= g

%!
"b since G acts cleanly. If we project all the situation in X we get

intersecting hyperplanes Y,W dual to distinct oriented edges %!a ,
%!
b with

the same origin. Since X is special &%a ,
%!
b are consecutive in some square

of X. If we lift this square at "v, we see that g'W intersects "Y . !

Remark 9.13. Clearly if G acts cleanly, nicely or specially on "X, then
so does every subgroup G# " G. This generalizes the special statement in
Corollary 3.8.

Lemma 9.14. Let G denote some cocompact isometry group of a locally
compact CAT(0) cube complex X. Assume that for each hyperplane Y
of X the hyperplane stabilizer GY is separable in G. Then G has a finite
index subgroup whose action is (fully) clean.

Proof. Let NY denote the regular neighbourhood of some hyperplane Y
in X . Consider the set I(G,Y ) = {g ) G : gNY / NY .= 2}. We have
GY " I(G,Y ) and in fact I(G,Y ) is invariant under left- and right-multi-
plication by GY . Set Bad(G,Y ) = I(G,Y )%GY . The action of the group
is fully clean if and only if Bad(G,Y ) = 2 for every hyperplane Y .

Since G is cocompact on X the group GY is cocompact on the set of
edges dual to Y . So mod.GY there are finitely many edges in NY . Since X
is locally finite there are finitely many edges meeting a given edge. Thus
there are finitely many elements b1, . . . , bn ) G such that Bad(G,Y ) =
6i GY biGY .

Since {b1, . . . , bn} / GY = 2 and GY is separable there is a finite-
index subgroup G# " G containing GY and disjoint from {b1, . . . , bn}. We
then have I(G#, Y ) = I(G,Y ) / G#, so Bad(G#, Y ) = I(G#, Y ) % G#

Y =
I(G,Y ) /G# %GY = Bad(G,Y ) /G#.

But Bad(G,Y ) /G# = 2. For if g# ) G# belongs to GY biGY for some i,
then since GY " G#, we must have bi ) G#, contradiction.

Since G is cocompact on X there are finitely many edges mod.G. So
there are hyperplanes Y1, . . . , Ym such that each hyperplane of X is in
the G-orbit of one of the Yi’s. Consider finite-index subgroups G#

i " G
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such that Bad(G#
i, Yi) = 2. Then let Ḡ " G denote a finite-index normal

subgroup contained in /iG#
i. We have Bad(Ḡ, Yi) = 2 for each i and then

by invariance Bad(Ḡ, Y ) = 2 for each hyperplane Y . !

Lemma 9.15. Let G denote some cocompact isometry group of a locally
compact CAT(0) cube complex X. Assume that for each pair of intersecting
hyperplanes Y,W the set J(G,Y,W ) = {g ) G : gW / Y .= 2} is separable
in G. Then G has a finite index subgroup whose action is nice.

The same if true if we assume that some (GY , GW )-invariant subset
J #(G,Y,W ) " J(G,Y,W ) containing GY GW is separable in G.

Proof. Let NY , NW denote the regular neighbourhoods of intersecting hy-
perplanes Y,W in X. We fix a square Q whose edges are dual to Y or W .

Consider the set I(G,Y,W ) = {g ) G : gNW / NY .= 2}. We clearly
have GY GW " J(G,Y,W ) " I(G,Y,W ) and in fact I(G,Y,W ) is invari-
ant under left-multiplication by GY , and right-multiplication by GW . Set
Bad(G,Y,W ) = I(G,Y,W ) % J(G,Y,W ). The action of the group is nice
if and only if Bad(G,Y,W ) = 2 for every pair of intersecting hyperplanes
Y,W .

Since G is cocompact on X the group GY is cocompact on the set of
edges dual to Y . So mod.GY there are finitely many edges in NY . Similarly
there are finitely many edges in NW mod.GW . So there is a number R # 0
such that for each g ) I(G,Y,W ) there exists g# ) GY gGW mapping an
edge b# dual to W and at combinatorial distance $ R of Q to an edge
meeting NY , with gb# at combinatorial distance $ R of Q. Since X is
locally finite there are finitely many edges meeting a given edge. Thus
there are finitely many elements b1, . . . , bn ) G such that Bad(G,Y,W ) =
6i GY biGW .

Let us prove the most general form of the lemma. So let J #(G,Y,W ) "
J(G,Y,W ) denote some (GY , GW )-double coset containing GY GW , which
we assume to be closed in the profinite topology on G.

Since {b1, . . . , bn} / J #(G,Y,W ) = 2 and J #(G,Y,W ) is separable there
is a finite index subgroup G# " G such that (b1G#6 · · ·6bnG#)/J #(G,Y,W )
= 2. We may and will assume that G# is normal in G.

We then have I(G#, Y,W ) = I(G,Y,W ) / G# and J(G#, Y,W ) =
J(G,Y,W ) / G#, so Bad(G#, Y,W ) = I(G#, Y,W ) % J(G#, Y,W ) =
Bad(G,Y,W ) /G#.

Assume Bad(G,Y,W ) / G# .= 2. Then let g# ) G# belong to GY biGW

for some i: we may write g# = ybiw with y ) GY , w ) GW . We rewrite
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this in the form bi(w"1g#"1w) = yw. Since G# is normal we deduce that
biG# /GY GW .= 2, thus biG# / J #(G,Y,W ) .= 2, contradiction.

So at this stage we were able to find a finite index subgroup G# " G
such that Bad(G#, Y,W ) = 2.

Since G is cocompact on X there are finitely many squares mod.G.
So there are finitely many pairs of intersecting hyperplanes (Y1,W1), . . . ,
(Ym,Wm) such that each pair of intersecting hyperplane of X is in the
G-orbit of one of the (Yi,Wi)’s. Consider finite index subgroups G#

i " G
such that Bad(G#

i, Yi,Wi) = 2. Then let Ḡ " G denote a finite index
normal subgroup contained in /iG#

i. We have Bad(Ḡ, Yi,Wi) = 2 for each
i and then by invariance Bad(Ḡ, Y,W ) = 2 for each pair of intersecting
hyperplanes (Y,W ). !

Lemma 9.16. Let G act on a CAT(0) cube complex. Assume that there
are finitely many hyperplanes mod.G (for example G is cocompact). If G
acts cleanly then it has a finite index subgroup acting freely.

Proof. An automorphism g of the CAT(0) cube complex X has a fixed
point if and only if it preserves some k-cube Q.

For each hyperplane Y of X we may consider the orbit G · Y . Since G
acts cleanly any two distinct hyperplanes of G·Y are disjoint. We may then
consider the tree TY dual to the covering of X by the closed convex subsets
obtained by taking the closure of a connected component of X%G ·Y . The
group G maps to an automorphism group of TY . The automorphism group
of a tree always has an index two subgroup consisting of those elements
that preserve the bipartite structure of the tree. So for each (G-orbit of)
hyperplane Y we get a subgroup GY " G of index $ 2 acting without
inversion on TY .

By assumption there are finitely many G-orbits of hyperplanes: say
G · Y1, . . . , G · Yn. The intersection G# = /iGYi is a finite index subgroup
of G. We claim that G# acts freely on X. Indeed assume that g ) G#

preserves some k-cube Q of X. Let W1, . . . ,Wk denote the hyperplanes
dual to an edge of Q. Since G# acts without inversion on each tree TWi it
follows that g has to fix each vertex of Q.

Let v denote some vertex in Q. Assume that g .= idX . Let w denote a
vertex of X such that gw .= w and the combinatorial distance between v and
w is as small as possible. Then consider the last edge e of a combinatorial
geodesic from v to w. One of the vertices of e is w, let v# denote the second
vertex. By minimality of d(v,w) we have gv# = v#. Note that ge .= e hence
the hyperplane dual to ge is distinct of the hyperplane dual to e. This
contradicts the cleanliness of the action of G. !
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Lemma 9.17. Let G denote a group acting on a set X.

(1) Let Y denote some subset of X. Assume G has a finite index subgroup
G# for which the stabilizer G#

Y is separable in G#. Then the full
stabilizer GY is separable in G.

(2) Let Y,W denote some pair of subsets of X. Assume G has a finite
index subgroup G# for which the double coset G#

Y G#
W is separable

in G#. Then the full double coset GY GW is separable in G.

Proof. (1) Since G# " G is of finite index, the subgroup G#
Y " GY is of

finite index too. Thus there are finitely many elements g1, . . . , gk such that
GY = 6igiG#

Y . The subgroup G# is obviously closed in G, hence G#
Y is in

fact closed in G. Then GY is closed as a finite union of closed subsets.
(2) Write as above GY = 6i=n

i=1giG#
Y , and write similarly GW =

6i=m
j=1 G#

W hj . Then GY GW = 6i,jgiG#
Y G#

W hj . By assumption G#
Y G#

W

is closed in G#, hence in G. It follows that GY GW is closed as a finite union
of closed subsets (left and right translations are homeomorphisms). !

Remark 9.18. Using Lemma 9.16, Lemma 9.17 and Lemma 8.8 provides
an alternative proof of Lemma 9.14.

Theorem 9.19. Let G act cocompactly on a locally finite CAT(0) cube
complex. The following are equivalent:

(1) G has a finite index subgroup which acts specially.
(2) For each hyperplane Y the hyperplane stabilizer GY is separable, and

for any two intersecting hyperplanes Y,W the double coset GY GW is
separable.

(3) Each hyperplane stabilizer is separable, and for any two intersecting
hyperplanes Y,W , the set {g ) G : gW / Y .= 2} is separable.

Proof. By Lemma 9.17 it is enough to prove (1) , (2) for a finite index
subgroup of G. By Lemma 9.16 it is enough to prove (1) , (2) when G
acts freely. But in this case (1), (2) follows from Proposition 9.7, because
of the equivalence of definitions contained in Lemma 9.12. (Note that the
hyperplanes subgroups of a compact non-positively curved cube complex
X are the groups GY , and the hyperplane double cosets are the GY GW .)

Let us turn to the proof of the implication (2) , (3). As we have seen
in the proof of Lemma 9.15 the set J = {g ) G : gW / Y .= 2} is a finite
union of (GY , GW )-double classes. Thus we may write J = 6i=n

i=1GY giGW ,
and giW / Y .= 2. If we set Wi = giW we have giGW = GWigi and Wi

intersects Y . Thus J = 6i=n
i=1GY GWigi is closed as a finite union of right

translates of closed double cosets.
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The implication (3), (1) follows by Lemma 9.14 and Lemma 9.15. !

Using Lemma 9.12 we deduce the following:

Corollary 9.20. Let X denote a compact, connected non-positively
curved cube complex. Then X is virtually special if and only if the follow-
ing hold:

(1) Each hyperplane subgroup is separable.

(2) Each hyperplane double coset is separable.

10 A Linear Version of Rips’s Short Exact Sequence

In [R], Rips gave a simple but very useful construction which, given a
finitely presented group Q, produces a finitely presented C #(1/6) group
with a finitely generated normal subgroup N , such that Q 0= G/N . Most
pathological properties for a group Q, will lift to a suitably reinterpreted
pathology of G, and this construction has thus proven very useful for pro-
ducing interesting examples of C #(1/6) groups. Several variations on Rips’s
construction have appeared. In [Wi2], a version was given where G is the
fundamental group of a non-positively curved 2-complex. More recently
a version was given in [Wi5] where G is a residually finite C #(1/6) group.
In this section we describe a variation of Rips’s construction where G is
now the fundamental group of a finite non-positively curved VH-complex.
This brings Rips’s construction to the realm of linear groups through The-
orem 5.8.

The following construction is similar to that given in [Wi2].

Theorem 10.1. Let Q be a finitely presented group. Then there exists a
short exact sequence 1 ! N ! G ! Q ! 1, where G is the fundamental
group of a compact nonpositively curved thin VH-complex, and N " G is
a finitely generated normal subgroup.

Proof. Let Q be the finitely presented group

Q = 3a1, . . . , aS | R1, . . . , RT 4 .

We will form a nonpositively curved VH-complex X, such that letting
G = !1X, there is a finitely generated normal subgroup N " G such that
1! N ! G! Q! 1.
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The complex X will be a subdivision of the standard 2-complex of a
presentation of the following form:

+ a1, . . . , aS

x1, . . . , xJ

y1, . . . , yJ

$$$$$ Rt = Wt

xas
j = Xsj+ ,

xa"1
s

j = Xsj" ,
yas

j = Ysj+ ,

ya"1
s

j = Ysj" ,

, -

.
s ) {1, . . . , S}
j ) {1, . . . , J}
t ) {1, . . . , T}

/

0

where the number J is to be determined later, and Xsj±, Ysj±, and Wt are
words in {x1, . . . , xJ , y1, . . . , yJ} that will be specified later.

Note that the four last families of relations imply that the subgroup N
generated by the xj ’s and the yj’s is normal. And using the first family
of relations we see that !1(X)/N has the same presentation as the initial
group Q.

Figure 2: Squared Polygons: The five polygons above which are
subdivided into squares correspond to the standard 2-cells of X . From
top to bottom they correspond to relators of the form Rt = Wt, xas

j =

Xsj+, x
a!1

s
j = Xsj", yas

j = Ysj+, y
a!1

s
j = Ysj". The simple arrows

correspond to as letters, the white triangular arrows correspond to xj

letters, and the black triangular arrows correspond to the yj letters.
The left part of the relations always sits at the bottom of the picture.

We will choose the words {Wt,Xsj+,Xsj",Xsj", Ysj"} so that the pat-
terns of xj and yj letters conform to the patterns indicated in Figure 2.
This will ensure that X is a VH-complex where the as-edges and xj-edges
are horizontal and where the yj-edges are vertical. To see this, observe
that boundary vertices of the polygons in Figure 2 where two edges of the
same or di!erent types meet have respectively an even or an odd number
of squares meeting.
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Since X will be a VH-complex, in order that X be nonpositively curved
it is necessary that there be no cycles of length 2 in the links of vertices
of X. We need only consider a cycle corresponding to a pair of corners of
relators inside one of the {Wt,Xsj+,Xsj",Xsj", Ysj"} words. Therefore it
is enough to choose these words so that they have no 2-letter repetitions.

We show that fixing Q, if J is su"ciently large then there exists a set of
words {Wt,Xsj+,Xsj",Xsj", Ysj"} with no 2-letter repetitions, and which
have the x-y form indicated in the pictures.

Consider L(Q,J) which we define to be the sum of the lengths of the
required words, and which obviously depends on Q and J .

L(Q,J) =
1

t

|Wt| +
1

s,j

|Xsj+| +
1

s,j

|Xsj"| +
1

s,j

|Ysj+| +
1

s,j

|Ysj"| .

L(Q,J) =
1

t

(
|Rt| + 16

)
+

1

s,j

19 +
1

s,j

19 +
1

s,j

25 +
1

s,j

25 ,

L(Q,J) =
1

t

(
|Rt| + 16

)
+ 19SJ + 19SJ + 25SJ + 25SJ

L(Q,J) = 88SJ + 16T +
1

t

|Rt| < KJ ,

where K is some constant that depends on the given finite presentation of
Q (for instance K = 100(S + T ) +

&
t |Rt|).

We will now show that if J # K + 2 then a set of appropriate words
{Wt,Xsj+,Xsj",Xsj", Ysj"} can be chosen. Consider the sequence:

&2 = (z2)
&3 = (z2)(z3z1z3)
&4 = (z2)(z3z1z3)(z4z1z4z2z4)

In general, define &J to be:
&J =(z2)(z3z1z3)(z4z1z4z2z4)· · ·(zJz1zJz2 · · · zJzJ"3zJzJ"2zJ) (3)

Observe that

|&J | =
J1

i=2

(2i% 3) = (J % 1)2.

Furthermore, &J has no repetitions of a 2-letter subword. Moreover, any
subscript preserving way of changing the zi letters to x±1

i and y±1
i letters

yields a word which still has no 2-letter repetitions.
Clearly for J # K+2, the length of &J is greater than JK and so we can

use consecutive disjoint subwords of &J for the {Wt,Xsj+,Xsj",Xsj", Ysj"}
and substitute xi and yi letters for the zi letters as needed. This completes
the construction of the nonpositively curved VH-complex X.
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We will prove in Lemma 10.2 below that X is thin. Theorem 5.5 im-
plies that X is virtually clean since X is thin, and hence !1X is linear by
Theorem 5.8. !

Lemma 10.2. The complex X above is thin.

Proof. According to Definition 5.4, it su"ces to show that for some n # 1
there is no VH-immersion f : In ( I2 ! X where Ik denotes the graph
homeomorphic to a segment with k edges, and where edges parallel to In

are horizontal, and edges parallel to I2 are vertical.
Let J denote the horizontal path along the center of In ( I2. We argue

by considering the restriction f : J ! X.
First observe that if J passes through the interior of some polygon then

provided n is greater than the diameter of any of the polygons, J emerges
at either a yy-corner or a ya-corner.

The ya-corner case is impossible since all ya-corners have angle 3!/2,
we see that the interior of In ( I2 cannot pass through such a corner.

In the yy-corner case, since there are no 2-letter repetitions, J cannot
enter the interior of another polygon on the other side, and hence J travels
along a horizontal path on the boundaries of polygons.

We now bound the length of a path J which is extendible to In ( I2,
where J does not enter the interior of any polygon. Assuming that n #
twice the diameter of any polygon, we see that J must contain an xxx-
subpath which occurs along #P where P is a polygon whose interior In(I2

intersects. Since all x-pieces have length 1, and since each square in each
polygon has at most two boundary edges, we see that it is impossible to
extend J to In( I2 at each internal vertex of the xxx-subpath, and we are
done. !

Example 10.3. Let Q be a finitely presented group that is not residually
finite. Applying Theorem 10.1 we obtain a short exact sequence 1! N !
G! Q! 1 where G = !1X and X is special.

Since Q is not residually finite, we see that the finitely generated sub-
group N is not separable in G. This shows that Corollary 7.4 is sharp in the
sense that its conclusion may fail to hold for non-quasiconvex subgroups.

On the other hand, if we choose Q to be infinite but residually finite,
then N is separable, but not quasiconvex. So not every separable subgroup
is quasiconvex.
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11 Problems

The work in this paper motivates some problems:

Problem 11.1. Is every compact nonpositively curved clean complex vir-
tually special?

Problem 11.2. Does every regular locally compact CAT(0) cube complex
admit an isometry into the universal cover of ART(#) for some finite graph
#? Here regular means for example: the automorphism group is cocompact.

Problem 11.3. Are all CAT(0)-quasiconvex subgroups of right-angled
Artin groups separable?

Problem 11.4. Give conditions for building new special complexes out of
old ones. It seems a graph product of special complexes is special.

In particular:

Problem 11.5. When is a graph of (virtually) special complexes (vir-
tually) special? (It appears there is a theorem hiding here which places
various malnormality and local isometry conditions on the attaching maps
of edge spaces.)

Problem 11.6. Does every finitely generated Coxeter group have a finite
index subgroup that is !1 of a special cube complex?

Problem 11.7. Let X be a compact nonpositively curved cube complex,
and suppose that !1X is word-hyperbolic. Is X virtually special?

This will be hard, but worth aiming for:

Problem 11.8. Is every Artin group virtually the fundamental group of a
special cube complex?

Conjecture 11.9. Let M be a hyperbolic 3-manifold with !1M finitely
generated. Then !1M contains a finite-index subgroup G such that G is
the fundamental group of a special cube complex.

In particular, !1M " SLn(Z) for some n.

While at face value, Conjecture 11.9 seems like a stretch, it is remarkably
equivalent to the combination of two plausible but well-known conjectures:
Hyperbolic 3-manifolds contain many immersed incompressible surfaces,
and !1M has separable quasiconvex subgroups.
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12 Appendix A: Locally Special Cube Complexes

In this appendix we give the proof of two lemmas used in the article. First
we introduce some notations useful in the sequel.

For an integer k # 2, we let Qk denote the 2-skeleton of the k-cube
Ik and let Ck denote the subcomplex of Ik union of all squares containing
vk = (1, . . . , 1). We also introduce the union Tk of edges of Ik containing vk.

For any edge e containing vk let 'e denote the euclidean reflection of
the cube leaving e invariant. Let Gk be the group of automorphisms of Ik

generated by the reflections 'e. For any vertex v of Ik we will denote by
'v the unique element of Gk sending vk to v.

Definition 12.1. Let X be any cube complex. A k-corner of X is a
combinatorial map Ck ! X. Two k-corners c1 : Ck ! X, c2 : Ck ! X
are said to be adjacent along an edge e containing vk if c2 ' 'e = c1 on the
union of squares of Ck containing e.

Note that a k-corner is an immersion. Using corners we may reinterpret
familiar notions.

Lemma 12.2. Let X denote any cube complex. Then:

(1) X is simple if and only if the 2-skeleton X2 is simple and for all
integer k # 3, any k-corner Ck ! X extends to at most one k-cube
Ik ! X.

(2) X is nonpositively curved if and only if the 2-skeleton X2 is simple
and for all integer k # 3, any k-corner Ck ! X extends to exactly
one k-cube Ik ! X.

Proof. (1) By definition X is simple if and only if for any vertex x of X
and any integer k # 2, any set of k vertices of link(x) is the set of vertices
of at most one (k % 1) simplex of link(x). But this is equivalent to asking
that for any integer k # 2, any combinatorial map Tk ! X extends to at
most one k-cube.

So if X is simple then a fortiori any combinatorial map Ck ! X extends
to at most one k-cube, and X2 is simple.

Conversely assume X2 is simple and there is at most one cubical ex-
tension for each corner. Let t : Tk ! X denote some combinatorial map
extending to f : Ik ! X and g : Ik ! X. As X2 is simple, we have f = g
on Ck, hence in fact f = g.

(2) By the first part of the lemma we need only note that in a cube
complex every complete graph of the link of a vertex is the 1-skeleton of
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some simplex if and only if for each integer k # 3, any k-corner extends to
some k-cube. !

Remark 12.3. Assume X is a cube complex such that X2 is simple.
Then two k-corners adjacent to the same k-corner c : Ck ! X along the
same edge e are equal. Because they are equal on the union of squares
containing e, hence on Tk, hence everywhere.

In the sequel we will denote by 'e(c) the unique k-corner adjacent to c
along e (whenever it exists).

For any vertex v and any combinatorial map f : Qk ! X or f : Ik ! X
we define a k-corner by fv = f ' 'v |Ck

. Clearly if v,w are adjacent and e is
the unique edge containing vk such that 'w = 'v'e then fv, fw are adjacent
along e.
Proof of Lemma 2.5. We first check the uniqueness of an extension. For
any extension f̄ : X ! Y of f : X2 ! Y , and for any k-cube q : Ik ! X
the composition q̄ = f̄ ' q is a k-cube of Y whose restriction q̄vk is entirely
determined by f . As Y is nonpositively curved it is simple. By Lemma 12.2
we see that two extensions are equal on each cube.

To prove the existence of the extension it su"ces to extend cube by
cube. So we prove that any combinatorial map q : Qk ! Y extends to a
(unique) k-cube q̄ : Ik ! Y .

Consider the collection of corners {qv}v defined by q. By Lemma 12.2
each corner qv extends to a k-cube q̄v : Ik ! Y . When v,w are adjacent
the adjacency of qv, qw shows that q̄w = q̄v'e on Tk. So by simplicity of Y
we have q̄w = q̄v'e. Finally for each vertex v we have q̄v = q̄vk'v.

So q̄vk is a k-cube equal to q on each 'v(Ck), hence it extends q. !
The following is a first step in the construction of cube completions.

Lemma 12.4. Let X denote any simple cube complex. Then there
is a combinatorial embedding j : X ! X̄ where X̄ is simple, j induces
an isomorphism between 2-skeleta and any combinatorial map Qk ! X̄
extends to a unique k-cube of X̄ .

Proof. We define by induction a sequence X2 ! X3 ! · · · ! Xn ! · · · ,
where X2 = X, each Xk"1 ! Xk is a combinatorial embedding of simple
cube complexes inducing an isomorphism of the 2-skeleta, for each * $ k,
and any combinatorial map Q& ! Xk extends to a unique *-cube I& ! Xk.

Assume the sequence has been defined until Xn (for some n # 2).
For any combinatorial map q : Qn+1 ! Xn the restriction of q to the

intersection of each codimension 1 face of In+1 with Qn+1 corresponds to
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a combinatorial map Qn ! Xn, thus q extends to a map q̄ : #In+1 ! Xn.
This extension is unique because Xn is simple.

Declare two combinatorial maps f : Qk ! Xn, g : Qk ! Xn to be
equivalent if there is an automorphism $ of In+1 such that g = f$. Clearly
if f, g are equivalent and f extends to Ik, then so does g (and the extension
are conjugate by an autormophism of the cube).

Now, in each equivalence class of combinatorial map Qn+1 ! Xn that
does not extend to a (n+1)-cube of Xn pick a representative q% : Qn+1!Xn,
and consider its extension q̄% : #In+1 ! Xn. Attach a (n + 1)-cube to Xn

for each such q̄%. Let Xn+1 denote the resulting cube complex.
Clearly Xn " Xn+1 and both complexes have the same 2-skeleton.
For * $ n, any combinatorial map Q& ! Xn+1 extends to a some *-cube

I& ! Xn. Any such extension has range in Xn, hence is unique.
Consider a combinatorial map f : Qn+1 ! Xn+1. Its range is contained

in Xn. If f extends to a (n + 1)-cube of Xn, then any extension to Xn+1

has range in Xn, so there is exactly one extension.
Assume f does not extend to a n-cube of Xn. Then by definition f is

equivalent to a unique q%. By construction of Xn+1 this map extends to a
unique combinatorial map In+1 ! Xn+1, hence so does f .

It remains to prove that Xn+1 is simple. As Xn is already simple, we
just need to check that any (n + 1)-corner of Xn+1 admits at most one
extension to a (n + 1)-cube of Xn+1.

Suppose f, g : In+1 ! Xn+1 extend some corner c : Cn+1 ! Xn+1. By
Remark 12.3 all the (n + 1)-corners defined by f, g are equal. Thus f, g
extend the same q : Qn+1 ! Xn+1, and they are equal.

We let X̄ denote the limit of the system of inclusion X2 ! · · ·! Xn !
· · · . The inclusion X ! X̄ has the required properties. !

Now we link special cube complexes to completable cube complexes. We
need a new notion. In what follows Bn denotes the strip In( I1 consisting
in n squares, and we call the linear subgraph In({0} (respectively In({1})
the bottom horizontal path (resp. the top horizontal path).

Definition 12.5 (Locally special). Let X be any cube complex. We
say that X is locally special whenever X is simple and the following two
conditions hold:

(1) Any combinatorial map B2 ! X sending the bottom horizontal path
to two consecutive edges of a square also sends the top horizontal
path to two consecutive edges of a square;
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(2) Any combinatorial map B4 ! X sending the bottom horizontal path
to the boundary of a square of X identifies the two extreme vertical
edges.

The following is clear:
Lemma 12.6. Let X denote a simple cube complex such that

(1) No two hyperplane inter-osculate;
(2) No hyperplane directly self-osculates.

Then X is locally special. In particular if X special it is locally special.

Remark 12.7. If X # ! X is a covering of cube complexes, then X is
locally special if and only if X # is locally special. So in view of the previous
Lemma any virtually special cube complex is locally special.

Lemma 12.8. Let X be a simple cube complex. Then X is locally special
if and only if the following holds for all integers k # 3:

(1) For any edge e containing vk, any k-corner has a k-corner adjacent
along e (denoted 'e(c), see Remark 12.3);

(2) For any two edges a, b containing vk and any k-corner c : Ck ! X we
have 'a('b(c)) = 'b('a(c)).

Proof. For k = 3 the conditions above are a reformulation of the conditions
defining a locally special complex. And the conditions hold for k = 3 if and
only if they hold for any k # 3. !

The group Gk is generated by the 'e, subject to the relations '2
e = 1 and

'a'b = 'b'a. Hence in a locally special cube complex there is an action of
Gk on the set of k-corners (such that 'e(c) = c ''e on the union of squares
containing e).
Lemma 12.9. Let X denotes a locally special cube complex. Then any
k-corner extends to a unique combinatorial map Qk ! X.

Proof. Consider a k-corner c : Ck ! X. For each vertex v of Ik use the ac-
tion of Gk to define a new k-corner cv = 'v(c). Now define a combinatorial
map on 'v(Ck) by qv = cv ' '"1

v .
If v,w are adjacent let e denote the edge of Tk such that 'w = 'v'e.

Then we have qw = cw ' '"1
e ' '"1

v . But cv, cw are adjacent along e, so
qw = qv on the union of squares containing v and w. Thus the maps qv fit
together to produce a combinatorial map q : Qk ! X extending c.

If a corner has two extensions on Qk, then by simplicity of X the corners
defined by these extensions have to be equal (see Remark 12.3), hence the
extensions are equal. !
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Proof of Lemma 3.13.. By Lemma 12.6 we are done if we prove that if X
is a locally special square complex then it is completable.

As X is a simple square complex we may apply Lemma 12.4, thus getting
a combinatorial embedding j : X ! X̄ that induces an isomorphism onto
the 2-skeleton of X̄, X̄ is simple, and such that any Qk ! X̄ extends to a
unique k-cube.

For any k-corner c : Ck ! X̄ there is by Lemma 12.9 a unique extension
q : Qk ! X, which in turn extends to a unique k-cube q̄ : Ik ! X̄. So X̄
is nonpositively curved by Lemma 12.2. !

13 Appendix B: Combinatorial Geometry of CAT(0) Cube
Complexes

In this appendix we establish some general results about the combinatorial
distance on the set of vertices of a CAT(0) cube complex.

In this appendix, we always denote by d(p, q) the combinatorial distance
between two vertices p, q of some cube complex. So d(p, q) is the smallest
length n of a combinatorial (vertex) path (p0 = p, p1, . . . , pn = q) (where
for each i, either pi = pi+1 or pi, pi+1 are the endpoints of an edge of the
complex). A combinatorial path between p and q of length d(p, q) is a
geodesic.

We will usually denote by X the CAT(0) cube complex and by V its
set of vertices. A subset W of V is combinatorially convex if each geodesic
whose endpoints lie in W is itself entirely contained in W .

We recall first two basic facts about the combinatorial distance.
Lemma 13.1 (See [S], [HP]). Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex. Then the
distance d(p, q) is the number of hyperplanes separating p from q. A path
(p0 = p, p1, . . . , pn = q) is a geodesic if and only if pi+1 .= pi and there is no
repetition in the sequence of walls through e1, . . . , en (with ei = {pi"1, pi}).

Definition 13.2. A (combinatorial) half-space defined by a hyperplane H
of X is the the set of vertices contained in a given connected component of
X %H.

A hyperplane H separates a set of vertices W if the two combinatorial
half-spaces defined by H intersect W non-trivially. We first note a non-
separation result:

Lemma 13.3. Let Y denote a CAT(0) convex subcomplex of a CAT(0)
cube complex X. Let %!e denote an oriented edge whose origin is in Y and
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whose endpoint is outside Y . Then the hyperplane H dual to e is disjoint
from Y . In other words the half-space defined by H containing the origin
of %!e in fact contains all vertices of Y .

Proof. Let y denote the origin of %!e and let x denote its extremity. We see
that the angle at y between the edge e and Y is # !/2. So e is orthogonal
both to the hyperplane H and to Y , which implies in the CAT(0) space X
that Y /HE = 2. !

Lemma 13.4. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex, and let H be a hyper-
plane in X. Then the set of vertices of the neighborhood N(H) is convex.
Moreover, each half-space defined by H is convex.

Proof. Assume a combinatorial geodesic g of X has its endpoints in N(H),
but has a vertex outside N(H). Consider the first such vertex x. Then
there is an oriented edge %!e with origin y in Y and endpoint x, so that
(y, x) is a subpath of g.

By Lemma 13.3 the hyperplane H(e) separates x from N(H), hence
from the endpoint of g.

Thus the path g has to cross again the hyperplane H(e) after x, con-
tradicting Lemma 13.1.

Let V + denote one of the combinatorial half-spaces defined by H. Any
geodesic g with origin in V + and crossing once the hyperplane H cannot
cross it twice by Lemma 13.1. Thus the endpoint of g is outside V +, and
V + is convex. !

Remark 13.5. Suppose H is a hyperplane of a CAT(0) cube complex,
and that p, q are vertices of N(H).

By Lemma 13.1, if p, q are not separated by H, then no geodesic joining
p to q crosses H.

Otherwise, let e denote the unique edge dual to H containing p, and let
p# denote its second vertex. Then (p, p#) followed by any geodesic from p#

to q yields a geodesic from p to q. This again follows from Lemma 13.1.

Lemma 13.6. The (combinatorial) convex hull of a set of vertices W is
the intersection of (combinatorial) half-spaces of V containing W .

Proof. The convex hull of W is by definition the intersection of all convex
subsets containing W . Half-spaces are convex by Lemma 13.4. Hence it
su"ces to check that any convex subset is the intersection of half-spaces
containing it.
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If C is convex and x, y are vertices with x ) C, y .) C and x, y are
the endpoints of an edge e, we claim that the hyperplane He separates y
from C. Otherwise there would be a vertex y# in N(H(e))/C on the same
side as y. But then by Remark 13.5 there is a geodesic from x to y# whose
second point is y. Hence by convexity y ) C, which is a contradiction. !

Proposition 13.7. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex and let Y be
a CAT(0)-convex subcomplex. Then the set of vertices of Y is convex.
Conversely any combinatorially convex set of vertices W is the set of vertices
of a CAT(0)-convex subcomplex.

Proof. Let V denote the set of vertices of X and let V (Y ) denote the set
of vertices of the CAT(0) convex subcomplex Y .

If e is an edge with endpoints x, y, and x /) Y but y ) Y , then
Y /HE = 2 by Lemma 13.3. By Lemma 13.6 we see that x is not in the
convex hull of V (Y ). Thus no vertex outside Y lies in the convex hull.

To prove the converse statement observe that by Lemma 13.6 we know
that W is the intersection of all half-spaces containing it. Now for each half-
space V + containing W and associated to some hyperplane H the union
X+ of cubes of X whose vertices are in V + is a CAT(0)-convex subcomplex.
This is because boundary vertices v of X+ are in the neighborhood N(H),
they are contained in exactly one edge e dual to H, and the link link(v,X+)
is the complement in link(v,X) of St(e, link(v,X)), which is a flag complex
by nonpositive curvature. !

Lemma 13.8. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex. Let x ) X0 and let
C " X be a nonempty CAT(0) convex subcomplex with vertex set V (C).

Then there is a unique vertex p = %C(x) in C such that for any vertex
y ) C we have d(x, y) = d(x, p)+d(p, y). It is characterized by the property
p ) C and d(x, p) $ d(x, y) for any vertex y ) C.

Any wall separating x from p also separates x from C.
The vertex %C(x) is the (combinatorial) projection of x onto C.

Proof. Observe that V (C) is combinatorially convex by Lemma 13.7.
The relation d(x, y) = d(x, p) + d(p, y) immediately implies that

d(x, V (C)) = d(x, p). So any p satisfying the relation has to be one of
the vertices of C at minimal distance from x. Any other such vertex p# also
satisfies d(x, p#) = d(x, V (C)) and finally d(p, p#) = d(x, p#) % d(x, p) = 0.
Uniqueness follows.

Now choose a vertex p such that d(x, p) = d(x, V (C)). Choose any
vertex y ) C. Apply the property of median graphs to vertices x, p, y
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(see [Ch]). There are three combinatorial geodesics with endpoints {x, y},
{x, p}, {p, y} passing through a common point m. This point m is on a
geodesic from p ) C to y ) C, thus by combinatorial convexity of V (C)
we see that m ) C. And m is on a geodesic from x to p: by the relation
d(x, p) = d(x, V (C)) we see that m = p. Using the third geodesic we get
d(x, y) = d(x, p) + d(p, y).

Let us fix a combinatorial geodesic ( = (x0, x1 . . . , xd) from x0 = x
to xd = p. By Lemma 13.1 a wall separates x from p+, it passes
through some edge ei of (. Thus the set of walls separating x from p
is {W0,W1, . . . ,Wd"1}.

Let H0,H1, . . . ,Hd"1 denote the hyperplanes corresponding to W0,W1,
. . . ,Wd"1. Assume Hi disconnects C, so it passes through some edge of C.
Observe that for each vertex v ) C we have d(xi+1, v) # d(xi+1, p), other-
wise we would not have d(x, p) = d(x, V (C)). Thus p = %C(xi+1). Let y
denote any vertex in C /N(Hi). We know that for any geodesic g from p
to y, the product (xi+1, . . . , xd).g is a geodesic from xi+1 to y. But N(Hi)
is combinatorially convex. Hence p ) C /N(Hi).

The vertices xi+1, p are not separated by Wi else (xi+1, . . . , p) would
not be a combinatorial geodesic. Let p# denote the unique vertex of N(Hi)
such that {p, p#} is an edge e#i with e#i * ei. Then by reflection in N(Wi) we
have d(p#, xi) = d(p, xi+1).

We claim that p# ) C. Indeed, let e denote some edge of Hi and
containing p. Then N(H(ei)) / C is combinatorially convex and contains
p 6 e. Consider a geodesic g from p to %e(p) : it has no edge in Wi. Then
by reflecting g in N(Hi) we get a geodesic g# starting at p#, ending inside e,
such that (p, p#).g# is still a geodesic. Thus by convexity p# ) C.

Thus we have d(x, p#) $ d(x, xi) + d(xi, p#) = d% 1 and p# ) C, which is
a contradiction.

To conclude we have just seen that Hi / C = 2. Furthermore Hi sepa-
rates x from p, p ) C and C is connected. Thus Hi separates x from C. !

Remark 13.9 (Projection and canonical retraction). By Corollary 6.7
there is a cellular retraction r : X ! C. We briefly verify that for any
vertex x of X we have r(x) = %C(x).

We argue by induction on d(x, V (C)). Let ( = (x0, x1 . . . , xd+1) denote
a combinatorial geodesic from x = x0 to xd+1 = %C(x). As observed above
we have %C(x1) = %C(x0). It is thus enough to prove that r(x0) = r(x1),
that is, r shrinks the edge e0 = {x0, x1} to a vertex of C.
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In the terminology of Proposition 6.5, r shrinks an edge to a point if
and only if this edge is horizontal. But in our situation an edge of X is
horizontal if and only if it is not parallel to an edge of C. And this is true
for e0, because by Lemma 13.8 we know that W (e0) does not intersect C.

Corollary 13.10. Let X be a CAT(0) cube complex. Let C,C # be
nonempty CAT(0) convex subcomplexes and let ( = (x0, x1 . . . , xm) be
a minimal length combinatorial geodesic between the set of vertices of C
and C #.

Then each hyperplane Hi dual to the edge ei = {xi"1, xi} separates C
from C #.

Conversely any hyperplane separating C from C # is dual to some ei.

Proof. Let us prove the first statement. By the first part of Lemma 13.8 we
see that xm = %C!(x0) and x0 = %C(xm). By the last part of Lemma 13.8
each wall H(ei) separates x0 from C # and xm from C. But x0 ) C and C
is connected and disjoint from Hi, so in fact Hi separates C from C #.

The converse is true because any wall separating C from C # also sepa-
rates x0 ) C from xm ) C #. !

Lemma 13.11. Let X denote a CAT(0) cube complex. Let C,C # denote
CAT(0) convex subcomplexes. Assume C / C # .= 2. Then for any vertex
x ) C we have %C(C!(x) = %C!(x). In particular %C!(x) ) C / C #.

Proof. By Lemma 13.8 there is a geodesic from x to %C(C!(x) through
%C!(x). By combinatorial convexity of C we get %C!(x) ) C. Thus
%C!(x) ) C / C # and using the characterization by distances, we see that
d(x,%C!(x)) $ d(x,%C(C!(x)) (because %C(C!(x) ) C #), so %C!(x) =
%C(C!(x). !

Definition 13.12. Let X denote any cube complex. Set dim(X) =
supdim q, where the sup is taken over all possible cubes q of X. We call
dim(X) the dimension of X. We say that X is finite dimensional whenever
dim(X) <5.

Lemma 13.13. Let X denote a CAT(0) cube complex. Assume that
C1, . . . , Ck is a family of CAT(0) convex subcomplexes that pairwise in-
tersect. Then in fact C1 / · · · / Ck is not empty.

In particular if H1, . . . ,Hk is a family of pairwise distinct and intersect-
ing hyperplanes then there is a cube containing edges dual to H1, . . . ,Hk,
hence k $ dim(X).
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Proof. Let us prove the first part of the lemma. The assertion is obvious
for k $ 2.

We first concentrate on k = 3. So assume that C1, C2, C3 are CAT(0)
convex subcomplexes with Cij = Ci /Cj nonempty, but C1 /C2 /C3 = 2.

Consider a combinatorial geodesic ( = (x0, x1 . . . , xm) between the set
of vertices of C12 and C3 of minimal length (m > 0 by assumption). By
Corollary 13.10 the hyperplane H0 dual to {x0, x1} separates C12 from C3.
Suppose H0 disconnects C1. Then by Lemma 13.3 the edge e0 is contained
in C1, thus x1 ) C1.

Necessarily either H0 is disjoint of C1 or H0 is disjoint from C2, because
x1 .) C12 by definition of the geodesic (. This implies that H0 separates C3

either from C1 or from C2, contradicting C13 .= 2, C23 .= 2.
Let us conclude by induction on k.
So assume C1, . . . , Ck+1 is a family of CAT(0) convex subcomplexes

that pairwise intersect. By the case k = 3 we know that the CAT(0)
convex subcomplexes C #

i = Ci/Ck+1 (for 1 $ i $ k) pairwise intersect. We
conclude by induction.

We now apply this result to the family of neighborhoods N(H1), . . . ,
N(Hk) of k distinct pairwise intersecting hyperplanes. So we get that
N(H1) / · · · /N(Hk) .= 2. Choose any vertex x in this intersection. Then
there are edges e1, . . . , ek containing x and dual to H1, . . . ,Hk. But a
CAT(0) cube complex is special and H(ei),H(ej) intersect: so there is a
square in X containing ei 6 ej . Using nonpositive curvature in X again we
see that there is a cube containing all the ei’s. !

Definition 13.14. Let X denote any CAT(0) cube complex, and Y
any subcomplex. The cubical neighborhood of Y is the subcomplex U(Y )
union of those cubes that meet Y . The combinatorial neighborhood of a
subset V of the set of vertices of X is the set /(V ) of those vertices of X
at combinatorial distance $ 1 of V .

We will consider iterated neighborhoods Uk(Y ),/k(V ) (defined induc-
tively by Uk+1(Y ) = U(Uk(Y )) and /k+1(V ) = /(/k(V ))).

Lemma 13.15. Let X denote any CAT(0) cube complex and let Y denote
any CAT(0) convex subcomplex with vertex set V .

Then U(Y ) is still a CAT(0) convex subcomplex. If furthermore X is fi-
nite dimensional then the set of vertices of U(Y ) is contained in /dim(X)(V ).

Proof. Assume U(Y ) is not CAT(0)-convex. Thus its set of vertices V # is
not combinatorially convex by Proposition 13.7.
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So there are vertices x, x# in U(Y ) and a combinatorial geodesic g from
x to x# with g ." V #. We choose x, x# such that d(x, x#) is minimal. Let z
denote the second vertex of g and let e denote the edge e = {x, z}.

Observe that by minimality we have z .) V #.
There are vertices y, y# in Y such that a = {y, x} and a# = {y#, x#} are

edges of X. Each cube containing a is in U(Y ).
By Lemma 13.3 we know that the hyperplane H(a) does not separate V ,

so y# and y are on the same side of H(a).
We claim that H(a) contains no edge of g. Else g would have an initial

path g0 joining x to another vertex of N(H(a)). By convexity we would
have g0 " N(H(a)). In particular e " N(H(a)), so there would exist a
square in X containing a 6 e, contradicting the fact that z .) V #.

The previous observation shows that x and x# are on the same side of
H(a). Hence in fact H(a) = H(a#). By convexity of N(H(a)) we see that
g " N(H(a)) and this again contradicts the fact that z .) V #.

The inclusion V # " /dim(X)(V ) follows by definition. !

Corollary 13.16. Let X be a finite dimensional CAT(0) cube complex.
Let C1, C2 denote two CAT(0)-convex subcomplexes with vertex sets V1, V2,
such that d(V1, V2) > 2+ dim(X). Then there exists a wall W separating
/#(V1) from /#(V2).

Proof. Consider the subcomplexes C #
1 = U #(C1) and C #

2 = U #(C2). By
Lemma 13.15 the subcomplex C #

i is CAT(0) convex and its vertices are in
/# dim(X)(Vi).

By assumption /# dim(X)(V1) / /# dim(X)(V2) = 2. Thus the convex sub-
complexes C #

1 and C #
2 are disjoint and so by Corollary 13.10 they are sepa-

rated by some hyperplane. This concludes because clearly /#(Vi) " C #
i. !

Lemma 13.17. Let X be a +-hyperbolic CAT(0) cube complex where + is
an integer thinness constant for combinatorial geodesic triangles.

Let C1, C2,D1,D2 denote nonempty CAT(0) convex subcomplexes. We
assume D1 " C1 and D2 = C1 / C2.

For any vertex x in X and any vertex q1 ) D1 define vertices p1, p2, q2

in C1 6C2 by the relations

p1 = %C1(x) , p2 = %C2(x) , q2 = %C2(q1) .

Suppose that q1 is a quasi-projection in the sense that d(p1, q1) $ +, and
that there exists a hyperplane H separating the +-neighborhoods of VD1

and VC2 . Then q2 ) D2, d(p2, q2) $ +, d(x, p2) > d(x, p1) and d(x, q2) #
d(x, q1) + d(q1, q2)% 2+.
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Proof. Observe first that by Lemma 13.11 we have p#2 = %D2(p#1) ) D2 and
also q2 = %D2(q1) ) D2.

Consider geodesics g0, g1, g2, g3, g4 joining x to p1, p1 to q1, q1 to q2,
x to p2 and p2 to q2.

We note that g0g1 and g3g4 are geodesics. The geodesic triangle
g0g1 6 g2 6 g3g4 is +-thin. Thus p2 is at distance $ + of either g2 or g0g1.

In the first case we note that g2(g4)"1 is also a geodesic, hence we obtain
d(p2, q2) = d(p2, g2) $ +.

Let us prove now that the second case does not occur. First d(p2, g1) > +,
for otherwise there would exist a path of length $ 2+ from p2 to q1, contra-
dicting the fact that there is a wall separating the +-neighborhoods of D1

and C2.
Assume now that d(p2, g0) $ +. Let V + denote the halfspace defined as

the set of vertices of X in the connected component of X%H containing D1.
By Lemma 13.11 we see that x ) V + because its projection p1 is in V +. By
convexity of V + we get g0 " V +. Then the relation d(p2, g0) $ + implies
that H is dual to an edge of the +-neighborhood of C2, contradiction.

Let us introduce a new projection p#2 = %C2(p#1), and two new geodesics
g#1, g

#
4 from p1 to p#2, and from p2 to p#2. Note that g3g#4 and g#1(g#4)"1 are

geodesics. The geodesic triangle g0 6 g#1 6 g3g#4 is +-thin and d(p2, g0) > +,
hence d(p2, p#2) = d(p2, g#1) $ +.

We have
d(x, p2) = d(x, p#2)% d(p2, p

#
2) # d(x, p#2)% + = d(x, p1) + d(p1, p

#
2)% +

# d(x, p1) + d(q1, p
#
2)% 2+ .

But the separation hypothesis implies that d(q1, p#2) > 2+, hence d(x, p2) >
d(x, p1).

To conclude we also have
d(x, q2) = d(x, p1) + d(p1, q2) # (d(x, q1)% +) + d(q1, q2)% +)

and we get the last inequality. !

Remark 13.18. Using the projections defined in Lemma 13.11 and Propo-
sition A.1 in [H1] one can show that combinatorial quasiconvex subsets of a
CAT(0) cube complex are within a finite distance of convex subcomplexes.
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